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PREFACE
This selection of passages is primarily intended for

students of the Oxford school oiLiterae Humaniores, but

the compiler hopes that it may also be found useful by

any others who are commencing their study of Plato, on

its metaphysical or logical side. Some slight experience

of teaching, coupled with his own recollection of early

days, has convinced him that merely to give pupils a list

of references to parallel passages, bearing on any particular

point under discussion, is in most cases quite inadequate.

And yet no single dialogue, not even one so compre-

hensive as the Repuhlic, can be understood without

a knowledge of much contained elsewhere ; and to know
all about one involves knowing something about all.

The author, however, admits that his original design

was not to illustrate Plato. It was rather to put into

Greek dress the more permanent problems of Metaphysics

in all ages, and to shoAV that the questions which to-day

divide philosophers were most of them raised and debated

years ago by the Greeks, with all the additional power

and lucidity that their unrivalled language lent them.

Such an object proved subsequently to be chimerical

;

and, having determined to draw his illustrations of these

problems from the writings of Plato, the compiler was

gradually obliged to limit himself to a rudimentary

exegesis of Plato. That this contains very likely many

serious defects he is well aware, but he trusts that they

are not of sufficient moment seriously to mislead beginners,
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iv PREFACE

for whom alone the book is designed. A graver objection,

perhaps, may be brought against its method, and many
may demur to a procedure which quotes a dialogue of

one period in illusti-ation of one belonging to quite

another. In answer, the compiler would plead his

original design, in accordance with which he has begun

with the Theaetetus, thus plunging in medias res; and

he would also ask to be allowed to doubt whether, in

spite of the lately accumulated stylistic evidence, it is

not still premature to acquiesce in any settled historical

order for the dialogues.

A translation has been added on the advice of a friend,

and if the author has substituted one of his own for

those that were ready to his hand, it was only because

again he desired to render the Greek into more modern

philosophical terminology, and he is fully conscious of

the uncouthness and verbosity he has thereby displayed.

The passages are not always continuous, but no trouble

will be found, it is hoped, in picking them up from

a complete text, which, as far as was accessible, has here

been the new Oxford edition. For the sake of readers

chiefly occupied with the Republic the quotations from

this dialogue are printed in heavier type.

The compiler takes this opportunity to thank the friends

who have kindly read the selection and helped him with

various suggestions. It would be unbecoming to mention

these by name in connexion with a work so slight, and

might also be misleading, since they are in no wise the

sponsors of any thing contained in it.

Oxford, May 1905.



I. THE PSYCHOLOGICAL
STARTING-POINT

Before beginning the study of Metaphysics we -A

need a definition of the term. Amongst many that

might pass let us construct two :

—

(a) The investigation of the meaning of Reality
;

(b) The study of the conditions of Knowledge.

The two easily and naturally run up into each other,

since Object and Subject, which they respectively

accentuate, cannot be sharply divided.

Now to both alike a solution is obviously suggested

by an examination of sense-perception ; for the plain

man not unnaturally answers that Reality is the world

as known by his senses, and that Knowledge lies in

the right use of these : in other words he would

proceed with Locke, ' by looking into his own under-

standing and seeing how it wrought.' But as the

inquirer, starting thus ab initio, keeps himself rigidly

to himself, in the attempt to discover what and how
he himself knows, it is not surprising that amongst

the earliest answers to the problem we get an extreme

form of individualism, whose formula is expressed

thus :

—

UdvToov XPW^"^^^ iMirpov avdpcairov elvai, rStv fxkv ovtcov i

fc)S eoTt, T(av 6e /ur) ovroiv ws ovk 'iariv ^. Theaet. 152 A.

' Each man is the measure of all things, con-

stituting by himself both the existence of things

^ For TO. fx^ ovTa see § J.

B



2 1. THE PSYCHOLOGICAL

A existent and the non-existence of things non-
existent.'

The grounds for this extreme individualism are

twofold— (i) subjective, the differences in human
organisms, (2) objective, the physical conditions of

sensation itself.

ii (l) YIviovTos avijxov rod avrov 6 \xkv -^ficov piyol 6 8'

ov ; KOL jiaka. iroTepov ovv tot^ avrb
€(f)'

kavTo to TTvevfjia

yl/V)(^pov rj ov \\fvy^pov <pi](ToiJi€v ; rj TT^icrojXiOa rw ripoorayopa

on rw ixkv ptyovvTL y\/v\p6v, rw he ixr] ov ; ^olk^v.

ovKovv Kal (jyaiveTat ovrois cKarepo) ; vaL ro hi ye
' (fyaCveraL ' aladdvecrOai ia-riv ; eort yap' (fyavrarria apa

KOL aX(r6r](Ti<5 ravrov ev re OepfJiol^ kol ttclo-l toIs tolovtols'

ola yap alaOdverai 'iKacrros roiavra kKdarco Kal KLvhwevet

chat. Theaet. 152 B.

* With the same wind blowing, does not one of

us feel cold and another not '? Certainly. In such
cases shall we say that the wind itself is cold or

not cold, or shall we hold with Protagoras that

for him who feels cold it is cold, and for him who
does not it is not "] I suppose so. In both cases it

is a question of appearance ? Yes. But appear-

ance implies sensation '? Granted. Appearance,
therefore, and sensation, in judging of heat and
all similar qualities, are identical, if it is true that

the reports of each man's senses are what constitute

for him reality.'

(2) Sensation is the result of the action of external

molecular stimulus [to tjoiovv) upon the internal nervous

organism (ro -ndaxov). From their interaction arises

both the sensation and its object, neither of which

exists independently. Indeed phenomena cannot be

said to exist at all: they merely come into being

(ytyrerat) for each sentient subject [tivCj.



STARTING-POINT Ov
'Ek cl)opas re kol Kivqa-ecos kol Kpaaews TTpos aWrjXa A

yiyveTaL TravTa^ a 877 (fyajxcv elvai, ovk 6p6m irpocrayopevov- iii

res* €OTt )U€i^ yap ovbeTTOT ov5eV, ael 8e yiyverai.

Theaet. 152 D.

' All sensible objects are but temporary products

of rhythmical movement and interaction of forces,

and though we attribute existence to them we are

at fault in our terminology : the truth being that

nothing ever exists, but on every occasion merely
becomes.'

'Ek r/jj TTpoo-jSoXrjs tw oixixdrctiv TTpos r-qv TrpoariKovcrav iv

(f)opav (pavelrat yeyevr\\xivov, ovre to iipoa^aKkov ovre to

TTpoa-^aXkopievov lorai, akka fX€Ta^v tl eKaoTO) tbiop

yeyovos. Theaet. 153 E.

' Every visible quality will clearly be a result of

contact between the eyes on the one hand and the

external motion naturally adapted to affect them on
the other : in short, it w^ill be neither that which
meets this motion nor the motion that is thus met,

but with each individual alike it will be a tertiuiin

quid,—a product peculiar to himself.'

'Ek r?79 TOVTdiv ofjukias re kol TpLxj/eoiS irpos akkrika V
yiyveTat to ij.€v alaOijTOVj to be at(r6r]o-Ls, aet avveK'ni-

TiTOvaa KOL y€vv(i>p,ivrj jieTo, tov alcrOriTov. Theaet. 156 A.

' It is from the mutual relations and contact

between these two kinds of motion that there

results, on the one hand the sensible object, and
on the other the sensation of this object^ the latter

being always thrown up as a concomitant product

with the former.'

Oi^re yap ttolovv iaTL tl TTplv av r<S TrdaxovTt (rvvekOrj, vi

oi^re TTaa-^^ov irplv av rw 7:olovvtl. Theaet. 157 A.

' The external or objective element has no definite

qualification till after contact with the internal or

subjective, nor has the latter until it meets the

former.'

B 2,



4 I. THE PSYCHOLOGICAL

A Aeyofiev kv fi-qheu avTO KaO' avro elvai fjn-jb^ av to

VI TTOLOvv i] -ndayov, aAA.' 6^ afJ-cfyoT^pooi^ irpds ak\ii\a avyyi-

yvo\i.kvuiV raf alaOrjcr^LS Kal Taala-OrjTa aTTOTLKTOvra ra [xkv

TTota arra yiyvecrOai to. 8e aladavoixeva. Theaet. 182 A,

* Our contention is that nothing has independent
existence, neither the objective nor the subjective

element, but that these two, by their inter-relation,

produce our sensations on the one side and sensible

objects on the other^ whereby, not only do these

objects receive definitive qualities, but at the same
time our senses become actually sensible of them.'

vii "Q.(rT€ ovbev etvai ev avro Ka6* avro, aWd tlvl a€l

yiyv^a-Oai^ to 8' * elvat ' iravTaxoOev ((aipeTiov.

Kal etre tls eXvai tl ovofJidC^L ' tlvl ' etvai t) ' tlvos
'

7]
' TTpos TL ' pifTeov avT(^ etr€ ylyvea-OaL,

TkvKV yap
J jJL-qhevl be yXvKV, ahwaTov yevicrOai.

Theaet, 157 A.

* Nothing therefore exists independently and
universally, but on all occasions presents itself

solely as an appearance to some individual subject,

and the term " existence " should be generally

eradicated.'
' And when we say that something exists we

should always add "for a certain individual," or
" as the content of some one's thought " ; or " in

relation to something else "
; the same holding good

also of becoming.'
' That a thing should appear as sweet, indepen-

dently of some sentient subject, is a contradiction in

terms.'

These passages, especially the last, seem at first

sight to express as clearly as is possible the doctrine

of the relativity of knowledge, or rather the truth

that subject and object are correlatives ; that, in other

words, the existence of an object apart from a subject

that knows it, and the existence of a subject apart



STARTING-POINT 5

from objects known by it are equally unintelligible. A
We shall see, however, that the Greeks had not a fu-m

hold on this commonplace of modern thought, and

their failure in this respect led to frequent confusion.

The standpoint here throughout is always dualistic
;

the sensible or material world on the one hand, exist-

ing in its own indefeasible right, and a sentient

organism on the other, which somehow, through its

peculiar structure, is capable of being impressed by
this independent matter, which it thereupon becomes

aware of through psychical processes representing

physical counterparts. All that the above phrases

imply, therefore, is that such qualities as heat and

cold, sweet and sour, &c., are purely subjective,

though they may be due in part to certain molecular

movements of matter. As we shall see later, modern

idealism is really based on an extension of the dictum

yXvKV yap fi-qhevl he ykvKv ahvvaTov yevicrBai, and embraces

not merely qualities that obviously have no existence

apart from feelings of the body, but every possible

attribute of the material world, all of which alike it

holds to be relative to a thinking subject.

Bearing in mind, therefore, that our attitude is at B
present a purely psychological one, we can now view

the results of such extreme individualistic sensation-

alism, where knowledge is simply identified with

sense-perception, or rather with unqualified sensation,

whose formula is ovk oKKo tl ianv iina-rriixr] t) alcrdriais.

It involves the impossibility of not only predication,

which would generally be accepted as the common

factor and indispensable condition of all knowledge,

but even of nomenclature. For if the real is nothing

more than the ceaseless flux of sense, changing every
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B moment and for every individual, clearly nothing can

be named. The most we can do is to express by mere

sounds the recurring changes as they flow ^. To give

any feeling or sensation a name implies fixity and

identity, and such is, ex hypothesi, impossible. Each

sensation has, and has not, every possible quality,

for we cannot even call it ' this ' or ' that,' as such

terms at once arrest the constant stream which we
assume. Even the recipient of the sensations must

not call them ' his,' for that would be to take them

out of their place—if ^ place ' indeed they can be said

to have—in the flux, and to endue them with the

permanency of a permanent subject ; whereas we are

now assuming nothing but a ceaseless succession of

psychical states. Whether there c^n be such psychical

states apart from the unity given by a ^^vyji, or

whether a succession of feelings ' in time ' can be

known as such, except by a principle which itself is

not * in time,' we shall have to inquire later. At

present we notice that this form of sensationalism

entails the destruction of all language.

iii Ov hei ovT^ ' rt ' (jvy\ci>peiv ovre ' tov ' ovt ' efxov ' ovre
' Tohe ' OVT ' iKelvo ' o^re aWo ovh\v ovoiia, 6 tl av Io-tt],

akXa Kara (pvatv (f)d€yy€(76aL yiyv6\x€va koX TToiovix^va

Kol aiToXkviJL^va kol akKoLOVfxeva' wj edv tl tls (TT7](Tr] ra>

Xoy(j) evikeyKTo^ 6 tovto iroLcav.

* We have no right to admit the term " something"
or " somebody's " or "mine" or " this " or "that"
or any word whatever implying fixity, but as

phenomena pass before us, thi^ough their origin,

their cessation, and their various transformations,

we should mark each successive change by mere
sounds which nature may suggest, since any attempt

1 Cf. T. H. Green, Introd. to Hume, §§ 213, 205.
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Aet be Kol Kara fxipo^ ovroi Xiyetv, kol irepl iroWoiv B
aOpoLorOivTODV, w hrj aOpotafjiaTL ' avOpMirov ' re TiOevrai koX viii

^ KiOov^ Kal €Ka(TTov C^ov re Kal et8os. Theaet. 157 B.

to fix them by the use of rational language is open
to obvious and fatal objections.

' These strictures apply both to proper and to

common terms, such as '^ man," " stone," and every

other animal and species.'

For, suppose we name a sensation that of ' white-

ness '
:

'E-TreiS^ 6e ovhe tovto /xeVet (since Trai^ra pet koL ovh\v ix

/otei/ei)

—

TO ^ XevKOV peh; to peov,—aWa /mera^aXAet,

&(rT€ KOL aVTOV TOVTOV etvaL pO-qV, TTJS XeVKOTTJTOS, Kai

IxeTa/Bokriv els akkrjv y^poav Xva [xr] aA^ TavTj] fjievov, apd

TTOTe olov re rt iipoa-enieiv xP^/^ct? coore Kal opQSt^

npoaayopeveiv ; koX tls ixr])(^avrj, o) ScoKpare? ; 17 aWo
yi rt Tcov tolovtmv, etTrep aet KiyovTos L'Tre^epxerat, aTe

8t) piov ; rt 6e Trept ato-^TJcrecoy ipovpiev diroiaa-ovv, olov

TTJs Tov opav 7) cLKOveLv ; [xevetv Trore ev avT^ rw opav r)

OLKOveiv ; ovkovv 8et ye etTrep irdvTa KiveiTai. ovTe apa

opav TTpoa-prjTeov rt piakkov rj jur) opav ovbe tiv akkrjv

' Since it is a fact that there is no permanency
even in this point, viz. that this particular flux

should continue to flow as "white," but, on the

contrary, undergoes a change, with the result that

the very thing we are considering, i. e. whiteness,

also partakes of the flux and passes into another

colour, refusing to be convicted of definite attributes,

can we ever speak of any specific colour without

an abuse of language ? I can't see the possibility,

Socrates. And the same applies to all similar

qualities, if the thing escapes you as fast as you
predicate the word. What then are we to say about

any one of the senses, e. g. that of sight or sound,

—

that they ever exhibit any permanency in the sight

or the sound ? Obviously we cannot, if motion is

universal. Our conclusion, therefore, forbids us to

speak of seeing any object any more than of not
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B ataO-qaLV jxaWov rj fjufj, iravTOiv ye 7ravT0)S KLVOVfihiiiV.

ix oi yap ovv. Theaet. 182, D.

seeing it ; and similarly with any other of the

senses, if we accept this doctrine of universal and
all-pervading change. It does.'

The logical result of this total absence of perma-

nency is the breakdown of all order in the qualities of

the objects of our supposed knowledge, since every-

thing may, on this view, exhibit any and every

possible attribute, including contradictories. For we
are assuming now that kma-Trnxr] is simply the equiva-

lent of at(Tdt]aL9 ; and, therefore, if the sense of touch,

e.g., reports an object as now hard, and now, in com-

parison with something else, as soft, then the same

thing evidently possesses contrary qualities. For our

formula forbids us to inquire into the grounds of the

paradox, since all relations constituted by the mind

for itself, to help it to right judgement upon its sensa-

tions, are on this theory strictly precluded. The

world becomes a chaos instead of a cosmos.

X To 8', 0)9 €OLK€Vj €(f)dvri, el TTCLVTa Kivelrai, Traaa 0.1:6-

Kpims, irepl otov av rt? aTTOKpivriTai^ ofJiOLoys opdrj eTvat,

*ovT(o' re 'e^eti^' ^avai koI ' [xi] oi^rco?,' et be /BovKet,

^ yiyvea-dai^ tva /xr/ aTrjo-ooiJiev avrov? rw Aoyw. 6pdu>s

Xeyei9. irkriv ye, S> &e6hoipe, on ^ ovTm " re eX-nov koI

' We may take it that, on the hypothesis of

universal movement, any one answer as to the

quality of any given sensation has been shown
to be just as correct as any other, and we may sa}^

indifferently ^' it is such " or " it is not such "
; or, if

you prefer it, '• it becomes such," since we must
avoid bringing these running gentlemen (sc. the

Heracliteans) to any halt during our argument.
A fair conclusion. Fair enough, Theodorus, with the
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* ovx ovro).' b€L he ovb^ tovto {to) '^ ovtci)^ KiyeiV ovhe B
yap av €tl klvoIto {to) ' ot/ro)' ' ovb^ av ^

(jltj ovtco' ' ovbe X
yap TOVTO KLvrjais' aXXa tiv aWrjv (f)(t)vr]v deriov, o)?

vvv ye TTpbs T-qv amc^v vTroOeaLv ovk expvcn prip.aTa, €t

fXT) apa to ' o{i6' otto)?.' Theciet. 183 A.

exception that I mentioned the words " such " and
" not such "

; whereas one has no right even to

this term " such," which would imply an exception
from the universal law of change, and so too with
" not such " which is also the negation of change.

In short, they must invent some other system of

language ; for, as things stand, they have no words
capable of meeting the logical results of their own
theory,—unless perhaps we make them a present of

"nohow"!'

Such nihilism then is the direct conclusion from the

premises of both Heracleitus and Protagoras, expressed

either as iTavTa pel or iravTcxiv jxiTpov avOpoi-nos. Such is

the result of the unqualified statement that k-niuTrnxr] =
ata-O-qcTLs, ov that ' the real ' is an unconnected or only

casually connected congeries, where ro 6v simply=
TToXXd, multiplicity.

II. ANALYSIS OF SENSATION
Now Heracleiteanism on its physical side may very Q

well represent the substantial truth of the matter.

Allowing for necessary imperfections in the formulat-

ing of the doctrine, due to the elementary state of

contemporary Physics, we may admit the applicability

of TTCLVTa pa. to the ceaseless processes of Nature ; and

if this were all, if the mind were simply a sort of

photographic plate on to which an eternal succession

of pictures is impressed, each one gone as the next
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C appears, with no active functions of its own to dis-

criminate between them or between them and itself,

then knowledge indeed would be a delusion, and we

should have to acquiesce in the inevitable scepticism

which is generally associated with the name of

Heracleitus. Before doing so, however, it may be

well to have another look at the act of sense-perception

from which such nihilism is said to flow, in the hope

of discovering some surer foothold, some principle or

principles of unity in this multiplicity of sense.

The first and most obvious distinction revealed by

such analysis is that between (i) qualities given by

one particular sense, e. g. colour by the eyes, &c., and

(2) qualities common to two or more of these senses

e. g. number, figure, &c., as to which, whether they may
be properly termed sensations or not, remains to be

seen. The former are, roughly speaking, what Locke

calls ' simple ideas,' Hume ' simple impressions,' and

Aristotle ibta alard-qra, being also known as ' secondary

qualities ' : the latter are distinguished as ' primary

qualities,' and are by Locke attributed to the ' work of

the mind'; they are also the kolvo, alaOrjTo. of Aristotle.

xi Kat fxoL Xeye' Oepfia kol (rK\r]pa kol Kovcfya Kai y\vK€a

bi (Lv aL(T6dv€L, apa ov tov a-oi>\xaros ^Kaara Ti6r]<s ; r) aXXov

TLvos ; ovbevbs aKXov. rj kol eOeXijfreis SfioXoyelv a bi'

krepas bvvdfieods aladdrei, dbvvaTov ^Tvai bi dXXrjs ravr

aio-dio-dai, olov a bi a/cof/s-, 8t' o'x/Aecoj, rj a bi ov//ea)?, bi

Tell me,—the sources of your perception of heat,

resistance, weight, sweetness, &c., would you not
attribute them each and all to the body ? Certainly,

to nothing else. You are also prepared to admit
that the reports given by one faculty cannot be

obtained through another, e. g. those of sound
through that of sight, or vice versal Of course.
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aKorjs ; TTci)? yap ov ; et rt apa irepl cnx^oripiav biavoel, C
ovK av hid ye rov hipov opydvov ovh^ av hta rod krepov xi

TTept djXi^OTipoiv ala-Odvoi dv. ov yap ovv. irepl hrj

(poivfjs Kal -nepl XP^^^ irputTOv [ikv avrb tovto irepl

dix(j)OT€p(i)v rj hiavo^ly on diKpoTepcD iarov ; iymye. ovkovv

Kal OTL eKarepov kKaripov ixkv €T€pov eavTu> be ravrov ;

TL \xriv ; Kal on dix(f)OT€po) hvo eKdrepov be ev ; Kal tovto.

OVKOVV Kal etre dvofxoLit) etre ofioLoo dAATJAoiz^, bvvaTos el

e-nia-KeylraaOai ; to-oos. (i. e. existence, identity, num-
ber, resemblance) TavTa 8r) iravTa bid tivos Trepl avTolv

biavoel; ovTe yap bi aKorjs ovTe bi oxj/eoos olov re to

KOLvbv \ap.^dveiv irepl avTcav. rj be bid tivos bvyap-is to

T eirl TracTt kolvov Kal to eirl tovtols brjXoi crot w ro ' ecTTiv

(TTOvoiJidCeLS Kal to ' ovk eaTt,^ Kal a br} rjpMTOviiev irepl

avT&v ; ovaCav keyeis Kal to jut) etvat, Kal dpLOioTriTa Kau

dvofxaLOT-qTa Kal to TavTov re Kal to eTepov, ert 8e ev re Kai

Then, supposing you notice some common property

of both these reports, this thing, which is common
to the two objects, could hardly be due to either one

or the other of your two organs, in the way of sense-

perception ? Assuredly not. But, now, in the case

of any given sound and colour, you surely, in the

first place, do notice this common point about the

two, viz. that they are both there together"? Not
a doubt of it. And further, that each is distinct

from the other and identical with itself? Naturally.

And that both together make two and either of them
one? Even so. And, lastly, you are able to judge

of their mutual likeness or unlikeness ? Presumably.

By what power do you notice these numerous
properties of theirs, seeing that neither the ear

alone nor the eye alone can possibly become cogni-

zant of what is common to both ? And what is

the source of the faculty that reveals to us attri-

butes, common alike to these and all objects of sense,

which we designate by the terms "is," "is not,"

and the rest of the qualities we were discussing

about them? You mean of course existence and

non-existence, identity and distinction, singleness
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C Tov aWov apLOfiov Trepl avrcav. aX\a /xa Aia, eycuye ovk
XI av €\oiixL elir^'iv 7TX't]v y on (jlol boKil ttjv apxrjv ovb' etvaL

TOLovTov ovh^v TovTOLS opyavov Ihiov uxnrep eKetvoL^, a\)C

avTT] bi avTijs r] yl/vyj] ra kolvcl fJLOi (fyaiveraL irepl -navTcnv

kiticrKo-n^lv. Theaet. 184 E.

and plurality. The solution of the problem, I confess,

lies be^^ond me, except in this one point, that at all

events I hold that there is no special sense-organ

for the perception of such qualities as there are for

those others, but that the mind apprehends these

common properties by its own intrinsic faculties.'

Again, it is but a crude psychology which makes

distinct compartments of the different senses, like the

separate warriors in a wooden horse. Our senses are

organic, and unified in the unity of consciousness.

xii Aetz/OL' yap ttov, el TToWai tlv€S h i]pXv axrirep h
hovp€ioi9 17777019 alcrd-qcreLS eyKdOrfrraL, aWa firj €ty p-tav

TLva Ibiav, etre \l/V)('t]v etre 6 n 8et Kakelv, TTavra ravra

avvT€iV€L,
f]

bta TovTcov olov opydvcov alaOai'oixeda oaa

ala-drjTa. Theaet. 184 d.

'Surely it is an extraordinary view which sees

a number of separate senses implanted in us like

soldiers packed into a wooden horse, instead of

regarding them as all co-ordinated upon a single

living principle—call it mind or what not,—which is

the true source of all our sensations of objects, and
merely uses the special senses as its instruments.'

Thus, then, we get at least a twofold origin of the

conditions of knowledge, (i) the mere data of sense,

and (2) the relations that thought or the mind puts

upon them.

XlU AeiKi'u/xt 8i], eiTTOv, €i KaGopas, to. ^xey i\' tous alaOi^creaii'

ou TrapaKaXoCi'Ta ttji' kOTjcriv eis €TrtaK€v|/i»', ws iKai/ws uito ttjs

' What I wish to demonstrate, if you follow me,
is this. Some of the reports of our senses make no
appeal to the intellect for an inquiry into their
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aia9iio-€ws KptrofJi€i/a, to, 8e Trai'TciTrao-t 8iaK€X€uofxei/a iKeiviqv C
€Trt<rKeij/aa0at ws rfjs aiaGi^aews ovhkv uyieg iroioucrqs. Troia xiil

l)tr\v, €<j)T], Xe'yeis ; xd \i.kv ou TrapaKaXouv'Ta^ r^v 8' eyw, oaa jult)

iK^aivei eis li'ai'Tiaj/ ato-Girjaii' a/xa* rd 8' eKJSaii'oi'Ta ws

TrapaKaXoCv'Ta tiGtjjjli, eireiSdi' i| aia0Y)ais |XT)8ei/ jxdXXok touto

t) TO ektti'Tioi' 8t)Xoi.

OuTOi, 4>afxeV, rpeis d^ eXev SciktuXoi k.t.X. (N.B. in

this particular passage, although the argument does

not require it to be stated, Plato would hardly allow

that unqualified sensation tells us ' that a finger is

a finger.') rihk 81^; to jxeyeGos auTwi' Kat rriv cry.iKp6Tr]Ta,

1^ oi|fis apa iKai'ciis opa, Kal oiihev auTT[ 8ia(|>ep€i iv jmeo-w Tim

avTCiV K€Lo-0at r\ ctt' eaxctTw ; Kal uo-auTwg Trd)(os Kal XeirT6TT]Ta

r\ jmaXaKonQTa Kal aKXTjpoTYjTa i^ a^Y\
;
Kal at dXXai ata0T)aeis

ap' ouK ec8e(U9 Td ToiauTa SiqXouaik ; ouKoGk dkayKaioi' iv

Tois ToiouTOig au ttjk vj'ux^i' aTropeti', ti ttotc oTfjfxaivei auTTj i^

aia0T]ats to (TK\'t]p6v, eiTrep to auTo Kal p.aXaKoi' Xeyei.

character, because sensation alone can deal adequate-

ly with them. Others, on the contrary, have to

importune it for an investigation, on the ground
that the findings of sense are altogether unsatisfac-

tory. Whatever do you mean ? Those which make
no appeal are all those which do not pass over at

one and the same time into precisely the opposite

reports ; whilst what I mean by saying that those

which do so pass over make an appeal to the

intellect is where sensation finds an object to have
a certain quality equally with its precise opposite.

Let us take these three fingers. Looking now at

their respective height, can we sty that sight sees

adequately here, and that it is immaterial to its

decisions what may be the relative position of the

three ? Again, too, with their respectivebreadth and
hardness as determined by touch and the remaining
senses, must we not admit that their findings on
these points are quite unsatisfactory ? In such cases

the mind is inevitably bewildered as to the precise

meaning attaching to "hardness," when the same
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Yf CIK0TW9 apa €1' Tois TOiouTois Trp(t)TOv \i€V Treiparai Aoyiajioi'

^^^^ T€ Kttl v6r](Tiv >\iu\r] TrapaKaXouaa cTrtcrKOTreLi' eirc Ic €it€

8uo icnXv €KaCTTa tCjv elaayyeWo^ivoiy . ttws 8 ou ; oukoui'

iav 8uo 4>ciii'Trai, Ixepoi' re Kai ei' eKarepoj' <j>ai»'eTai ; vai. ei

apa ei' eKarcpoi' d|x4>6T6pa Se 8uo, rd ye 8uo Keyoipicriieva

vor\(T€i' ou yoip av dxwpiCTTdt ye 8uo ci'oci dXX' li'. Rep. 523 A.

sense afterwards finds the selfsame object to be

also ''soft." It therefore has recourse to its powers
of calculation and pure intellect, to enable it to

determine whether each pair of these reports is

single or double. Certainly. If they are found to

be double, then each of the two is seen to be one by
itself and different from the others ; and therefore

the mind must distinguish between the two at the

moment of sensation, since, if they were not so

distinguished, it would have regarded them as one
and not two.'

These primary qualities therefore ofnumber, identity,

degree, figure, &c., are ' the work of the mind.' The

data of sense only become intelligible when they are

as it were, run into these moulds. The field of sight,

or any other special sense, is continuous and undis-

tinguished until the mind breaks it up and separates

part from part ; or at least these distinctions, if

sensible at all, are only so very vaguely and almost

unconsciously before the active attention of the mind.

It may be true that sensations are only known
through their contrasts, that is to say, that if the eye,

e. g., had only one colour always before it, it would

have no conception of colour, and to this degree

sensations may be said to distinguish themselves ; and

so with all feelings. But even in this limited sense

of we must we must remember that such distinction

implies a consciousness that is equally present to the

two contrasted impressions of sense, and is itself
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neither one nor the other. And when we get on to C
the further stage of self-conscious reflection upon our

sensations, we see clearly the inadequacy of mere feel-

ing to furnish the concepts which really are the impor-

tant things in the building up of knowledge. Let us

suppose a succession of graduated sense-impressions or

feelings ; e. g. we say that we see a large stone, i. e.

in comparison with a smaller one by its side, which we
afterwards call small by contrast with the rock from

which it fell. Doubtless in each case the impressions

are actually felt, and determined in their feeling, by

relation to each other. As Plato says, sight sees the

small and the great. But this determination of one

feeling by contrast with another experienced immedi-

ately before or after it, is a very different thing from

the self-conscious reflection upon the ambiguities of

the reports of sense, from which arise, not merely other

feelings, but the purely mental or abstract concepts of

' the large,' ' the great,' &c.^ And it is these general

ideas derived by the self-originating activity of the

mind that make any knowledge possible, beyond

merely individual experience.

Meya (jlt)!' Kal ovj/ts (sc. as well as v6r\(Tis) Kal aiiiKpov xiv

l(upa, <|>a|jL€»', ctW ou K€)(c«)ptajJLeVoi/ dXXa (ruyKe^viievov ti.

•q ydp ; val. Sioi 8e ttji' toutou (Ta^r]veLOi.v ixeya aS Kal afxiKpoi'

1^ j'OTjais TJj'aYKdo-Oif) Ihelv^ ou auYK6)(up.ei/a dXXd SiwpiafjieVa,

' Sight too, as we say, saw the great and the

small, though not as clearly distinguished, but only

in a sort of confused presentation. You under-

stand ? Yes. And it was to bring clearness into

this apparent contradiction that the intellect had to

undertake the task of also viewing the great and
the small, not now as confused, but as sharply

^ Green, Introd. § 213.
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C Toui/ai'Tiof r\ 'Keii'T]. dXT]0T]. oukoCj' ivTevBcv TrpwTOi' circpxc-

XIV Ttti epeaOai r\y.iv, Tt ouy ttot earl ' to jieya ' au Kai ' to

ajJLiKpoi''; Trai'Tdirao-i ix.kv ouv. Kal ourw 8t) to jxei' ^'0T)T6^', to

8' opaToi'. opOoTttT*, ^^y]. Rep. ^1^ C.

distinguished, just the opposite to the procedure of

sight. Perfectly ti'ue. Hence it is that there first

arises in our minds to ask the definite question
'' What do I mean by greatness and smallness ?

"

And this, finally, is the reason why the latter aspect

is rightly termed " intellectual " and the former
visual. Most true.'

D Knowledge thus requires from its first stages the

action upon the reports of the senses of something

other than sense ; of a principle which has from the

beginning the conception of Existence or Eeality as

fundamental to all cognition. The unity of Being, to

use the Eleatic phrase, is found in the primordial self-

distinction of a subject from its object, simultaneous

with the consciousness of its own unity. Such a

principle involves, secondly, at least the power of

bringing to bear upon the manifold of sense the

conceptions of number, figure, resemblance, &c. ; in

other words, it must be endowed with the ' categories
'

of Kant.

From the passages already quoted, it will have been

noticed how much insistence Plato lays upon the fact

that each one of our sensations is always recognized

by us as having ' existence.' And indeed, like Kant

after him, he rightly found in this fact the foundation

for all permanency in the subject-matter of cognition.

By a real world we can only mean a world which we
recognize as existing, and the recognition of its

existence is given in every act of sense-perception.

Moreover, such a world must be a cosmos and not
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chaos, for, from the very nature of the knowing sub-

ject, the objects known must form an ordered whole.

They are one in virtue of their common relation to

one consciousness. In this latter there further lies the

possibility of infinite synthesis, for no part of a world

that is knowable can lie outside of what is already

known, so long as we are considering the same knowing

subject. Unity, therefore, and order, as Plato insists,

are the most primitive and the most fundamental

characteristics of human knowledge, however much
we may trace back the beginning of that knowledge

to the senses. These are its salient marks, and not,

as the followers of Heracleitus and Protagoras would

have us believe, mere unconnected change that is alike

for no two minds.

Yet while Plato constantly points out the necessary

unity of knowledge involved in the objectifying of

our sensations, he does not perhaps insist to the same

extent upon its necessary corollary and complement,

viz. the unity of the knowing subject, or, as Kant
calls it, ' the synthetic unity of apperception.' I know
a world, but I know it also as mine, and in this con-

scious distinction of subject from object, involving the

simultaneous existence of both, has generally been

found the strongest argument for personal identity.

Cogito, ergo sum. Such identity Hume, of course,

failed to find in his account of the processes of know-
ledge^. And yet it was in this unity that Plato

found salvation from Heracleitean scepticism ; this

remains for him the bed-rock of permanency in the

ceaseless flow of sense impressions. Finally, we may

1 Cf. Human Nature, Pt. IV. § 6.
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D note that Plato, whilst revealing the pre-suppositions

necessarily implied in the fact of human knowledge,

takes the opportunity of reminding us that we may
be all along quite unconscious of their nature and even

of their very existence, but that that is no argument

against their validity, even as a knowledge of the

constituents of the atmosphere is not necessary to

a man's breathing.

XV "^X^ ^^i' ^^^0 TL Tov ixev (rK\r)pov ttjv aKkripOT-^Ta hia

ryjs €7Ta(prJ9 alo-drjaeTaL [sc. ?; V^^xfl? '^^'^ "^^^ [lakaKOV Tr]V

fxaXaKOTijra 0)a-avT0)9 ; vai. ttjv 8e ye ovaiav, Kal on kcrrbv

Kol TTjv kvavTioT^-jTa TTpos aAAT^Ao) KOL Trjv ovaiav av r^j

€vavTi6Tr]Tos avTi] rj ^j/v^y iiravLOva-a kol a-vji^aWovaa

TTpbs aWrjXa Kpiueiv Tietparat i]\uv. ttolvv ixkv ovv.

ovKovv (l) ra fxkv evOvs yevofji^voLS irdpecrTL (pvcrei

ala-daveaOai avOpcairoLS re kol OrjptoLS, oaa hta tov

(T(^ixaT0<5 iTa6i]p.aTa eut tyjv \lfvx'r]v retVet, (2) ra be irepl

TOVTCov ava\oyiap.aTa irpos re ovaiav kol a)(|)e'A.etaz^ /xo'yt?

Kal €v xpovdd hia noXXcav TTpayixaTcav kol TraiSetas

* Be so good as to say whether it is not through
touch that the mind has sense-perception of the

hardness of a hard object and the softness of a soft

one. Certainly. But now, as to their reality,

and that the two exist, and as to their mutual
. opposition, and again as to the reality of such

opposition, here it is surely the mind by its own
intrinsic powers that attempts to distinguish them
for us by harking back and comparing the two
together. I quite agree. It follows then that,

whilst man and the lower animals alike possess

from birth a natural power of receiving certain

sense impressions—I mean all that simply come in

through the body as feelings, on their way to the

central consciousness—all reflection on these im-
pressions, on the other hand, with regard to their

reality or utility, only makes its appearance after

a long period of strenuous education, and then
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Tiapayiyverai ols av 'napayiyvy]Tai ; iravrdTraa-L ^l^v D
ovv. XV

Olov re ovv aXr]deias tv\^iv w ixr\h\ ovaias ; ahvyarov.

01) he a\ri6eias tl9 arvx'^/o'et, Trore tovtov iina-TrifJiOiv

ka-rai ; kol ttws av ; ev fxev apa rot? T:a67]fxa(nv ovk €vl

€771(77711X7} , €V h€ T(i) TTepl €KeLVO)V (TvX\oyL(TlX^. ThCdCt.

i86 B.

only in a few privileged minds. Undoubtedly it

is so.

And yet nobody can arrive at Truth v^^bo lacks

the conception of Existence ; and, similarly, he who
misses the truth of any object of study how can he
be said to know that object? Impossible. Our
conclusion therefore is that knowledge lies not in

the feelings given us by sense, but in our ordered
reasoning upon these feelings.'

To sum up. The inadequacy of sense alone in the

construction of knowledge or experience seems incon-

testable. There is needed beside an active, self-deter-

mining principle, call it the^^o, self-consciousness, or

what not, whose function is to review, control, and

decide upon the reports of sense. (Of. above avKKoyia-ixos

7re/3t 'naB7]\xaTctiv.) To this principle, or at least to this

principle conjoined with sense, we must look for the

origin of any knowledge of a connected world.

TocrovTov 7Tpo^€l3rJKaiJL€V uxTTe fiY] ^r^retz^ iina-r'qiJLrjv ev xvi
ato-^r/fret to Trapdirav, dkX' kv ckciVw tw ovojiari, 6 ri

TTor exet ^ V'^X^' ^'^^^ ^^'"^ '^"^' o.yT7\v irpaypLaTevrjraL

TTepl TO. ovra. Theaet. 187 A.

' We have then cleared the ground to this extent,

that we utterly refuse to look for knowledge in

sensation, but in that principle, whatever be the
name we choose to give the mind, which is seen at

work when the intellect by its own unaided powers
is busied upon the inter-relations of the real.'

c 2,
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III. THE SUBSTRATUM OF SENSE
But if we distinguish between sense and the work

of the mind, as two separate origins of experience, we
have still to ask where does sensation end and the

work of the mind begin. Push back the synthetic

action of the Ego as far as we can, take any piece of

sense-experience and strip it of every mental relation

superimposed by such action, and surely there will

then emerge a sensation pure and simple and with-

out qualification. Let us then examine again our

secondary qualities, the Ihia ala-dr^rd of the special

senses, and go in search of the ' simple idea ' of Locke

in its nakedness.

Take the theory, generally associated with Anti-

sthenes, that the ultimately real are unconnected

elements. Physically regarded they may be held to

represent an atomic view of the universe which results

from the interaction of blind particles. Kegarded

psychologically, they represent ' mere sensations ' or

feelings, quite unrelated to each other, the ' simple

ideas ' of Locke, that are ' given ' to the mind, unquali-

fied by any comparison or distinction inter se ; of

which, just because they are thus unqualified, nothing

whatever can be specified. They exist ' in themselves,'

apart from all mental categories. An analogous theory,

though the analogy must not be pressed, is that of

Kant's ' things in themselves,' as the ultimate resi-

duum of the phenomenal world, independent of the

mind, which by its categories of thought and forms of

Time and Space ' makes nature.' With Kant, how-
ever, these are suprasensible, whereas the theory we
are now considering regards them as sensible. From
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these ultimate elements the whole physical universe E
is compounded, and from them also, viewed psycho-

logically, knowledge is derived by the action of the

mind's Reason. In themselves they are outside

reason, being merely ' data,' which the rational prin-

ciple of man receives and works up into an ordered

whole. For the simplest form of knowledge implies

predication and judgement, even if it goes no further

than the conviction that ' this (feeling) is.' Anything

more than such predication of mere existence involves

the relation of subject and attribute, or to put it

differently, the connexion between one set of sensa-

tions and another, carrying with it the idea of sub-

stance and objectivity. When we say 'snow falls,'

' snow is white,' ' snow melts,' it is the predication of

different qualities of the same thing, or the expression

of the relation between such different sensations that

converts the irrational and unrelated into a reasoned

cosmos of experience. For knowledge proceeds by

judgements, and the essence of a judgement is a

combination of terms. The progress of knowledge

then from its elements is parallel to the formation of

syllables and words from the letters of an alphabet.

'Eyct) yap av ihoKovv aKoveiv tiv5>v otl to, \xkv irpo^Ta xvii

koyov ovK. €)(0L. avTO yap Kad^ avrb ^Kacrrov ovofxaaaL

' I seem to have heard from a certain school of

thinkers a view which holds that what we may
term the ultimate elements of things, oat of which
we and the rest of the universe are compounded,
are wholly without rational connexion. Each
element can therefore merely be taken singly and
named, any predication of qualities being out of the

question. Not even existence or non-existence may
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fioi'ov ^trj, TTpoa^i'neiv 8e ovh\v aXXo hwarov, ov0* w?

eanv, ovd^ wj ovk eortr. jjbr} yapav ovaiav r) /^t) ovaiav

avTCD TTpoa-TiOeadai, 6etf 6e ovb^v 7Tpo(r(p€p€Lv, etirep avrb

€K€LVO fJLOVOV 71? 6/361. €7766 Ovbe TO ' aVTO ' o{/86 TO
* €K(1V0 ' o{'56 TO ^ eKaCTTOV,' Ovbe TO * fXOVOV ' o{/86 TO
' rouro ' irpoaoLaTiov, ovhe aWa ttoWcl ToiavTa. ov yap
(Ivai aiTO) aAA' ?) 02;o/oia^€cr^at \x6vov' 6vo}xa yap \x6vov

^yj-iv, TO. h\ €K ToiJTcov i]br] avyKeLjieva, axrirep avTO,

TtiirXeKTaL, ovtco Kal to. ovofjiaTa avTcav crviXTTkaKivTa

koyov yeyovevat' ovofxaTcav yap o-vfX7:\oKriv elvai Xoyov

ovaiav. ovToi b-q tcl jjikv crrot)(6ta aXoya Kal ayvocKTTa uvat,

ala-OrjTa 8e' tols be avXXa^ai yvaxTTCL'i re Kal pr]Tas Kal

a\r}6el bo^r) bo^acxTas. Theaet. 201 E.

be affirmed of them, for either of these predicates at

once involves an addition; whereas no judgement
whatever can legitimately be made about them, if

we are limited to a bare recital of the name of each

individual. Nay, we must exclude even the terms
" each " and '' individual," " this," " that/' " it/' &c.,

for the only possession any element has is that of a
name. On the other hand^ their present existing

compounds being themselves combinations, the terms
which can be applied to them have likewise been
combined together and so yielded rational discourse,

the essence of which is combination of terms.

Thus the theory asserts that while the elements of

knowledge are irrational and unknowable, though
perceptible by sense, their compounds are knowable,
capable of verbal expression, and form the subject-

matter of right opinion.'

Such a theory is beset with the same difficulties as

the Heracleitean flux. The thing we are in search of,

70 6.\oyov Kal ayvcoaTov, aladrjTov be, seems a contradic-

tion in terms. A wholly unqualified sensation would

appear an impossibility. Apart from the fact that

there is evidence that all our special sense-organs

have been developed from that of Touch, so that no
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'6ia ataO-qais could be uncompounded or simple, it is E
clear that sensations are only known by contrasts,

and under the law of relativity ^. It is also open to

the obstacles lying in the way of any form of Dualism,

which would generate the spiritual from the natural,

and ascribe to Nature an existence independent of a

Subject. For however strongly we may refuse to

recognize the presence ofThought or Reason in Nature,

to this extent at least Nature must be rational, that

the world is throughout an ordered cosmos, and that

to whatever point we carry our analysis of Matter or

the processes of sensation, the element must still

bear a fixed relation to the complex resultant, both or

neither being equally knowable, and neither having,

as far as we can think, any but a phenomenal exist-

ence, or, in other words^ as the object of a subject.

If the elements are unknowable then, whether the pro-

duct be (a) their sum total or, (b) something additional

to that^, product and element stand on the same ground.

Such a view, however, is confuted by the very analogy

on which it rests, for words and syllables are known

only after the letters are learnt, and these have to be

learnt most thoroughly of all. The elements of

knowledge, therefore, even if we decide that these are

given by sense, are truly real and knowable.

OvKovv i\iyoix€v, on ov av \iepr]
f],

to oKov re koX xviii

Tiav TO. irdvra fxepr] eaTai ; irdvv ye. iraXiv h], ovk,

'We have admitted that in anything which is

divisible into parts the completed whole is just the

^ B.of^dmg, Outlines of Psijchologp,Y. A.
^ e.g. Is my pen, as I know it, merely a combination of

various sense impressions supposed to be wholly unqualified or

related to each other, or is it a unit or idea transcending these,

as the chemical compound transcends its elements ?
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E €i7re/5 ^7 (TvXXa^ri fxr] to. aToi^ela ((ttlv, avdyKr] avT-qv

xviii fJ-'t] ws f^^prj ^X^iv kavrrfs ra (TTOiyjEia^ tj ravTov ovaav

avTOLs ofjLo^ojs €K€LVOLS yv(i)(TTi]v elvai ; oi/rcos.

Tt 6'
; et \xr] ra o-TOLxela avWafirjs [Jiepr] €(TtCv, e^^i-S

a\\' CLTTa eliTelv h fjiepr] fxev ecrrt crvWa^TJs, ov fxivroL

aTOLxdd y €K€Lvr]s ; ovbafx6)S. 'navTo.'naai 5t) Kara rbv

vvv Koyov jAia n? iSe'a dfiepiaxos avXka^r] av eXr]. eotKe.

\xiixvr](Tai ovl\ o) 0tA6, on aTrebexpfi^da riyovixevoL eu

Xiyeadai, on tG>v TTpcarcov ovk ht] Aoyo? ef (av ra aWa
avyKeiTai, bton avrb Kad* avrb eKaarov etr] aavvO^Tov^ koI

ovhe TO 'eirat' Trept avTov 6pd(x)s e\0L 7Tpoa(f)ipovTa etTreti',

ovhe ' TOVTo,^ o)S €T€pa Kol aWoTpia keyofJLeva, kol avrrj brf

7] airLa akoyov re koX ayvoiorov avro -notol ; pL^pLvqfxai, ovk-

ovv ets TavTov e/oiTreTrrcoKei^ ^7 (rvkkajSr] ethos eK€LV(i>, etTiep

piep-q T€ /xr; e^^i Kal p-ia kanv Ihia ; TravroLTTacn piev ovv,

sum total of these parts ? We have. Of two
alternatives, therefore, one. If our compound is

something other than its elements, then these cannot
be regarded as its constituent parts ; if^ however,
it be identical with them, then it and they are

equally knowable. Most certainly. Once more, if

these elements are not what constitute the parts of

the compound, it is difficult to see what parts can
be found for it which should not also be its elements.

It is. The trend of the argument therefore seems

to exhibit our compound as a single, independent
and indivisible concept. It certainly does. But to

bark back, we admitted as a fair statement the

view that the primary elements of both knowledge
and reality were devoid of all rational connexion,

being merely a series of disconnected units, of

which not even bare existence or numerical speci-

fication could be predicated, on the ground that

these also are distinct and alien terms, and it was
this complete independence which, as we saw, put
them beyond the pale of reason or of knowledge.
I recall it perfectly. But, now, surely our com-
pound has fallen into the same imjmsse, if it be
without parts, and a single completed concept?
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(a) Et fjLev apa ttoWcl oTotx^tot rj avXXa^rj eort kol E
oKov TL, {JL^prj 8' avrrjs ravTa, o/utotco? at re avWa^al xviii

yvooaTOL Kal pr]Tal kol to, orotxeta. kol fJidXa. (b) et 8e

ye €V re Kal d/xepes, 6/xotco? jixei' (rvkKa^rj, wcrai^TO)? 8e

OTOtxetoi' aAoyoV re Kal ayvuio-Tov* rj yap avrrj atria

TToirjcrei avra TOLavra, tovto fxev apa fir] aiTob€\(aix€da)

OS av Xiyr] avWa^-qv fxev yvcoo-jov Kal pi]T6v, oTOt^etoi;

8e TovvavTiov. Theaet, 205 A.

Not a doubt about it. Well then, (a) taking the

view that the compound is simply the sum total of

numerous elements which form its constituent

parts, it follows that compound and element are

equally knowable and equally capable of expression

by language, {b) Regarding it as an indivisible

unit, then compound no less than element is out-

side reason and outside knowledge, and for exactly

the same cause. The result is that we refuse

adhesion to any theory which allows the present

existing objects of the world to be the subject-

matter of both knowledge and language, but excludes

from both the elements which went to form them.^

Let us gather up the results of our psychological P
analysis of Sensation. For the perception of the

simplest object of knowledge there seems to be

necessary the action of some permanent principle to

act as a punctum stans in the ceaseless stream of

sense. Every such object must also, at least implicitly,

be presented as having existence (ovaia), self-identity

(eV TL, TavTov), likeness or unlikeness to others (oiioioTrji^

di^ojuoior?;?). Further, one may say that every object

of thought is, through these necessary categories, con-

stituted an implicit universal ; for, in being conceived

by the mind as an individual, it is thereby also con-

ceived of as an instance of a class, as one amongst

numberless possible fellows.
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Again we have seen that the Real is not simply

unqualified Unity, any more than it is unrelated

Multiplicity : from the beginning we must have

similarity and dissimilarity, unity in plurality. Every

term, whether singular or general, exhibits this cha-

racteristic of the One and the Many in either its

connotation or its denotation or in both.

IV. THE HYPOSTATIZED
CONCEPT

G Our new starting-point therefore will lie in the

direction already suggested by the results of the past

criticism, in the phrase marked above, Mta rtj Ibia

From the outset there has been present the help of

language : thought has been articulate. If now from

the analysis of the act of Sensation we turn to the

investigation of words which embody its cumulated

results, we are at once brought face to face with what

the Greeks described as the mystery of the One and

the Many. Though the senses give us only individuals,

yet we can only know these by giving them a common
name, which must have, it would seem, something

definite connoted by it. Yet the general concept can

never be identical with any one of the individuals

denoted by its name, for no two individuals are quite

alike, but always have properties peculiar to them-

selves. Thus individual as well as general terms

represent both ' one ' and ' many.'

Inasmuch however as all objects alike, whether

general or individual, must through their common rela-
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tion to a single subject ipso facto be definitely related G
amongst themselves, this mystery of the One and

the Many remains a fundamental aspect of Thought

and the ground of all possible knowledge.

^aixiv TTOV ravTov kv koli iroXXa "nepiTpiyeiv Trdvrr} xix

Ka6^ €KaaTov T(av X^yopiivoiv aei, kol TraAat kol vvv. KaX

TOVTO OVT€ 1X7] 7TaV(Tr]TaL 77076 OVT€ ijp^aTO VVV, ttAA.' eoTt

rd TOLOVTOV, 0)9 ifJLol (f)aLV€TaL, T(dV Xoycov avvGiv aOdva-

Tov TL Koi dyrjpcav Trddos kv rjpuv, Phil, 15 -^*

' We hold that this identity of Unity and Pluralitj''

pervades every possible subject of rational speech,

and has always done so from the beginning. It is

a necessary truth implied in the very nature of

thought, an eternal characteristic of human reason.'

With the beginning of conscious reflection upon its

attainments the mind becomes aware of these infinite

relations existing among the subject-matter of know-

ledge. It finds that names have been given to objects

through the possession of certain common qualities,

generally those most obvious to sense, and that what

is now required is to investigate the precise nature of

these qualities, and the degrees in which the different

objects, covered by the same name, possess them,

as well as to determine their connexion with other

qualities since discovered. Human knowledge, as far

as it has yet gone, is analysed and classified. This is

the great work undertaken in Greek Philosophy by
Socrates and Plato, viz. to find general concepts

underlying the individuals of Sense and then to

establish their mutual relations. This, it will be seen,

is an enterprise that falls essentially under the pro-

vince of Logic. We have now left behind our psy-

chological starting-point, to which the sceptics of

sensationalism appealed for the justification of their
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G tenets, and from which we, however, deduced some-

thing very different from empiricism. We have

established a principle of fixity and permanency in

the flow of sensation, and have found that this alone

makes knowledge possible. What follows is to trace

the further action of this free agent, or synthetic unity,

upon the data which are presented to it, and which

it alone renders intelligible. This is the peculiar

function of logic, or, to use the term of Plato, which

means much the same as our own, of Dialectic. The

w^eapons of this Dialectic are, generally speaking, two.

A. The common qualities are discovered by analysis

of the individuals denoted by the name : the resulting

synthesis is the definition of the term (koyos rrjs ov^rCas).

The process itself is called avvayoiyri ; the connotation

discovered forms the ' Idea.'

B. A clear and distinct knowledge of the meaning

of the class-name being gained, the class itself can

now be divided. This process is Siatpeo-ts.

XX BouXei ovv ivBevZe dp|(u|JLeda eirtaKOTToGi'Tes ck tt]S eiwGuias

p,€068ou ; €i8os yap ttou ti ei' iKacrrov eicudafxeK TiOeaGai ircpl

cKaora to, iroXXd, 019 rauTov oj/o/xa eTri4>epofX€i'. JRej:). 596 A.

* Let us then begin our investigation by our usual

procedure. Wherever there exists a class of in-

dividuals called by the same name, there it is our

practice to assume a single concept covering that

class.'

xxi A. Ets fxtav T€ Ihiav (TVVopQ>VTa ay^iv to, iroWaxfj

hietmapixiva Iva eKacrrov opi^oixevos hrjXov iroifj irepl ov

hv del bihdo-K^LV kOeKji, ^(nrep to, vvvbr] irepl ^'Epcoroj

—

'It is the power of taking a general survey of

multifarious individuals and reducing them to a

single concept, in order, by a definition of one's

terms, to elucidate a subject any time under debate.
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6 €(TTLV SpKrOh'—€tr* €v €tre KaKm eXex^r], to yovv Cr

(Ta(pes Kol TO avTO avT^ oixoXoyovfjiCvov bta TavTa icryjEV XXi

etTTeiz; 6 Xoyos.

E. g. in this discussion on Love, whether our defini-

tion was good or bad, at any rate whatever clear-

ness and consistency the argument attained was due

to these methods.

B. To 8' €T€pov br] TL \4y€LS ; TO irakiv KaT €i8t;

h-vvaaOai Stare/xietz; KaT apdpa -p 7[i(f)VKev (i. e. natural,

not artificial or verbal), tovtmv b-q ^yoiye avTos re

epaoTTJ? Tcav StatpeVecoz; kol avvaycDyoiv, tva 0T09 re d>

\€y€LV re Kal i\)pov^Xv' koX tovs bwa^xivovs avTO bpav

Kakaj bLa\€KTLKovs. Phaedr, 26^, 266,

' The other method is the reverse of the above,

and consists of dividing up the concept along its

natural joints. Personally I am much addicted to

the practice of these Definitions and Divisions, as

it helps me both to teach and to think, and any
others who have the art I call dialecticians.'

Kal (xeyioTT) "y^, t]t' 8' eyw, Treipa SiaXcKTiKTJs <|>ucre&)S Kat XXll

|AT], 6 iikv yap trukoiTTiKos SiaXcKTtKos, 6 8e jxtj ou. Re]). S37 ^'

' It is undoubtedly the most searching test between

a mind that is dialectical and one that is not. For

the dialectician is he who has the power of generaliza-

tion, and he alone.'

To KaTCL ylvr] biaipeiaBai kol fjLrjTe tovtov elbos hepov XXlii

riyria-aaOai jx-qTe eTepov ov TavTov, [xcov ov ttjs btaXeKTiKJJs

(f)riaoii€i> eTTLCTTriiJiyis elvai ; vai. ovkovv 6 ye tovto bvvaTOS

bpav [xiav Ibiav bta TTokXcav, hos eKadTOV Ket/xeVov x^P^^>

'Dialectical skill is I take it, exhibited in the

distinguishing of kinds without confusing identical

concepts with those that are different, and vice

versa. It is. The possession of this power implies

the successful discrimination of a single general idea

from a number of scattered individuals that pervades

them all without exception : it also sees sundry of

these general ideas themselves comprehended under
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Gr TTCLVTi^ hiaT€.Ta\xivriv, lKavS><s btaLaOdveTai, kol ttoXXcl^

xxiii (Tipas aXkrjXoiv vito fjnas €^(i)6€v 7repte)(o/j.era?, Kal \xiav

av hi 6ku)V T:ok\u>v kv kvX (rvi'rjixiJievrjv, kol ttoWcl^ xoipls

-ndvTj] hioopiaixevas. rovro 5' eorir,
f\

re KOivcove'iv eKacrra

bvvaraL kol ottij firj, hiaKpiveLV Kara yivos eiriaTaaBaL.

Soph. 2^^ D.

a wider concept outside, although differing amongst
themselves ; and again it finds a single one that

embraces several classes, whilst many too it finds

to be altogether opposed to each other. This I call

the knowledge of distinguishing in any given kind
as to where the various concepts may combine with
one another and where they may not.'

xxiv "Ecrrt KaWicov obos rj9 €yo) ipaarrj^ fxiv elfjn det,

TioXkaKLS 8e fxe ybrj hiacfyvyovcra €pj][j,ov kol airopov

KaTi(TTi]G-ev. TLS avTrj ; rjv brjkcaaaL [xev ov ttclvv xaXeTTov

y^priadai b\ Trayxd-keirov' iravra yap oaa t^x^V^ ^xofJ-^va

avrjvpidr] TTWTTore biaravT-qs (pav€pdyiyov€. Phil. l6 B.

'An excellent method to which I am loyally

devoted, but which has often eluded me and left me
helpless ; one easily described, but very difficult to

use ; for it is owing to this method that every
discovery in the arts up to this day has been made.'

XXV *H yei'i'ttia, -^v 8' iyoi, w fXauKwi', r] Sui'ajjiis tt]s dj'TiXoyiKTis

rixvr]S. Ti hr] ; on, eXirov, SoKoGcri fxot els auTtji' Kal aKoi'Tes

TToXXol efXTTiTTTeii', Kttl oieaOtti ouk ipitf^iv dXXd SiaXeyeaOai,

8id TO |j,T) Sui^aaSai Kar' eiSr] Siaipoujxei'oi to Xeyo/xei'Oj'

iTTKTKOTrely, dXXd kut' auTo to op'o^xa SiwKeti' toG Xcx^cVtos

TTjv' IvavTifjiviv, eptSi, ou SiaXeKTw, Trpos dXXi]Xous XP'^fJ'.ei'oi.

Re2). 454 a.

' Behold the magnificent proportions, Glaucon, of

the great art of disputation, and how even un-
consciously people slide into it, mistaking useless

wrangling for progressive argument. Such error is

due to a failure to conduct our inquiry in the light

of logical division ; instead of which, we fasten upon
a merely verbal opposition in regard to our subject,

substituting vain disputation for dialectical debate.'
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The method of awaymy rj itself is that of tentative G
hypotheses. A provisional definition of any general

term is started. Objections are raised and argued.

Should any prove fatal, the definition is dropped as

inconsistent with the facts of the case, to be replaced

by one that v^ill meet such. This in turn is debated

{hia\iy€(r6ai) and in turn may have to go ; the process

being continued until a satisfactory definition, ' which

can withstand the shock of battle,' is reached. The

raising of such objections and their refutation is

e'Aeyxo? ; the provisional definitions are v-noOiaeis, the

true function of which is to act as ' starting-points

and stepping-stones ' to the ultimate goal by means

of the negative knowledge that their overthrow

entails ; whilst finally the repeated discarding of

these is termed to avaip^lv ras virodia-^Ls.

*H Kttl SiaXcKTiKoi' KttXeis toi^ \6yov cKaaTOU Xajjij3di'oi/Ta XXvi
TT]S ouaias ; Kal toi/ (xt) e'xoi'Ta, Ka6' oaoi' av fJiT) e^f] Xoyoi'

auTw re Kal aXXw 8i86i/ai, Kara ToaouToi/ voOv irepl toutou ou

<|)il(7eis e'x^ii' ; ouKOui' Kal Trepl toG dyaGou wo-auTws" os av jxt)

e\Y\ 8iopicraa6ai tw Xoyw aTTO rCiv dXXwK ircivrwv a.^e\u)v ttjj'

ToG dyaSoG tSear, Kal wairep iv p-djcj] 8id Travroiv i\iy)(U)v

hieii(oy, jXT) Kard Sd^aK dXXd Kar' oiKriav irpo0up,oup,€kos

* By a dialectical mind we mean one which insists

upon a definition of the essential properties of any
given object, and wherever there is inability to give

such definition either to itself or to others, to that

extent we refuse to recognize scientific knowledge
of an object. Similarly with the good, it should

be clearly distinguished from all other concepts and
expressed by definition, and the mind should traverse

every possible objection that can be levied against

it, as though contending in battle, eager to reject

every view that rests upon popular opinion and not
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Gr eXeyxeiK iv Traai toutois aTrTWTi tw Xoyw 8taTrop€ui(]Tai

xxvi ktX. Rep. 534 b.

on absolute truth, so as to preserve its definition

inviolate through all these attacks.'

XXVll OuKoCi', "qv 8' eyw,
"H

SiaXcKTiKT] jxeGoSos \i.6vit] rauTT] Tropeuc-

Ttti, Tcis UTToOeaeis di'aipoGaa, €ir' aiiTr\v rr]v o-PX^*' '^'^^'

^^P' 533 c-

' Dialectic is a unique method in that it proceeds

up to a first principle by the successive destruction

of hypotheses.'

XXVin To TOij'ui' erepoy ixdvOave TfjLTJjxa toO i/oy)tou Xeyoj'Td jxe

TOUTO o5 auTos 6 X6yo9 airrcTai rfj toG SiaXeycaGat 8ukdfi.ei,

Tcis uTToGcCTeis Troiou|j,€i'os ouK dpxds dXXd tw ovri uiroOeaets,

oloy €Tri|3dcr€is re Kal 6pp,ds ktX. IlejX 511 B.

' By the second section of the half of the line

representing the world of thought I would be under-
stood to mean the field of pure reason apprehended
by the power of dialectic, where hypotheses, though
employed, are treated as such, viz. not as ultimate

truths but as stepping-stones and starting-points

to truth.'

It will be noticed that this method is also that of

modern science. It is through hypotheses, and fre-

quently a protracted succession of hypotheses, that

the laws of Nature are finally established. The

difference between Plato and modern science is that

the former is engaged in arranging the knowledge of

mankind already accumulated, by means of definition

and division of current terms, with little reference,

it may be, to the nature of things—a limitation due

to the backward state of the physical sciences in his

day—whilst the latter proceeds, not by argument

alone, but also by the outward application of argument

in experiment.
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Yet even after so clearing the subject-matter of H
knowledge and arranging the parts in due relation to

each other by Definition and Division, we shall not

have reached certain truth. We can deal now, it is

true, in general terms, but our propositions and our

general ideas or concepts, so laboriously developed,

will remain but partially known until we can lead up

to the first and final principle of the universe, from

which all depend and to which all ascend. Without this

culminating idea our subordinate ideas will remain in

reality but tentative and provisional, mere v-nodia-^is.

Their true nature is only known in the light of that

principle which at once gives them existence and

makes them intelligible. All things find their true

expression in the light of ' the good.' This unifies

knowledge ; beyond this we cannot go. From its

very nature it is incapable of proof; it is the ap)(j]

awTToOeros of both Reality and Knowledge.

This then, the ibia rayaOov, will be our widest

general concept, prior even to Existence, embracing

all things and all possible objects of thought. Having

attained the view of this, we proceed to remake the

world—not the sensible but the intelligible world

—

by arranging every possible concept under the ultimate

apxn in its proper order and place, from the widest to

the narrowest. The world of knowledge, as thought of

under general propositions, is thus one immense o-x^/xa

of logical Division (5tat/)eo-ts) of concepts. It says good-

bye to sense, and works in 'ideas,' or general concepts^

alone.

OuTOJ Kal oraj' ns tw SiaXeyeaOai eirixeip-p, ay avev iraaCJv XXIX

* A similar progress ensues along the pathway of

dialectical inquiry, when, dropping all aid from the
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TT T(oy al<jQr]cr€(iH' 8ia toG Xoyou ctt auro o tcniv leKaarov]

xxix opjJLa Kal fJLT] diroaTT) Trpli/ 6.v auro 6 lorrii' dyaGoi' auTY) i'ot]CT€i

Xd|3T), 6Tr' auTw yiyuejaniS tov kOT]ToG reXei,, wairep Ikcli/os t6t€

cTTt T(o ToG oparoG. Trai'TdTTaai jJiei' ouk, £<|>t]. ti oui/; ou SiaXe-

KTIKTJI/ TaUTTJJ' TTJC TTOpCiai' KaXcLS ', Tl fiT]*' j Rcp. 53^ -'^•

senses, the mind pierces through to the absolute

essence of each successive concept, without once
breaking off, until^ by its own free powers, it realizes

that of the absolute good, the culminating point of

the world of thought, as the sun is of the world of

sight. And this progress is properly termed dialec-

tical.'

XXX Oloi' eTTijStJiaeis t€ Kal 6pp,ds, tva p.expi toG di'U'n-oGeTOu em
rr[V ToG TravTOS a,p)(T]i' i(iiv, dvj/dji.ep'os auTTJs, irdXii' au exo/Jiei'os

rCiv eKeii'if]s lx^\kiv(iiv, outw9 ctti reXeuTTji/ KaTajBaii'T], aiaSrjTw

Trai'TdTrao-ii' ouSe/i TrpocrxpwjuLci'OS dXX' eiSeaii' auTOis 8i* auTwi'

€is aurd Kal reXcuToi cis €i8t]. Rep. 511 B.

' Using them as stepping-stones and starting-

points, in order to reach up to the first and final

cause of things, beyond the region of hypothesis

;

when holding fast to this, the mind next turns

round upon itself, and ranges down in descending
order through its chain of concepts, till it reaches the

lowest links of all, uncontaminated by any touch of

sense and equipped only with ideas, through which
it proceeds successively to others, finishing its

descent in ideas and in ideas alone.'

With this wide and philosophic vision of the nature

of human knowledge and its insistence upon unity it

may not be amiss to compare the words of a very

different writer, the late Mr. Herbert Spencer. ' Know-
ledge of the lowest kind,' he says, ' is ununified

knowledge ; science is partially unified knowledge
;

philosophy is completely unified knowledge ^.'

Should we ask what are the wider Ihiai which thus

^ First Principles^ 2. 1. 2)7'
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have proximate contact with the ihia rayaOov, we H
must turn to a treatise like the Timaeus. The widest

laws of Nature do not present themselves in the same

form to two ages so widely separated in time as those

of Darwin and Democritus ; and if we are inclined to

substitute such conceptions as energy, force, electricity,

&c., for 'the light,' 'the heavy,' circular motion, or

mathematical figures, this must not blind us to the

essential agreement between the two in their mode of

looking at things.

But we must now return to our string of concepts, I

discovered by the processes of a-vvayoiyri and btaip^a-is.

How do we stand after our inquiry into their nature,

and what is implied in the formula /xta Ibia a/xeptoros ?

We are not now concerned with the psychological

explanation of the Concept, whether or not there exist

in the ordinary person's mental history, as Berkeley

denied of himself, any such distinct process as that

called Abstraction, or again whether we can think of

a general idea without making the image of an indivi-

dual do duty for our purpose ^. Something at any

rate is connoted by every class name. This something

is the ' Idea ' of Plato. Into the relation between this

idea and the individuals of sense more or less corre-

sponding to it we shall have to inquire later (§§ P-W).

At present it is at least clear that ideas are partly

conceptual, i. e. are in the mind, and so far indepen-

dent of Sense that we can summon them and dismiss

them from our mind at will. They are, as Plato says,

vo-qra, and understood by vorja-is, or intellect par

excellence, and are not ala-O-qTo.. Phenomena, on the

other hand, we know by sense-perception, although,

' Hoffding, Outlines, V. B. III.

D 2
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I of course, their recognition by us depends upon the

concept in our minds. But, waiving the connexion

between the two, it is true that in some sense we have

two worlds, the world of phenomena, present to

sensation, and the world of concepts or thought

relations. And, further, the one is doubtless a state of

constant change, the other is more or less permanent.

xxxi "l(i)iJLev hrj, ^(f)ijy €ttI ravra icp' aircp Iv rw ^ixTTpoaOev

X6yu>. avTT} rj ova-la, r\s koyov hiboiiev rod etvat kol

€p(i)TU>VT€S Kal 6.TTOKpLv6[Ji€VOL, TTOTepov oyaavToiS aet e'xft

Kara Tavra r) aWor aWcos ; avTo to taov, avrb to

KaXov, avTo eKacTTOv 6 eort, to op, pJ] ttot€ pieTafBoXrjv /cat

TjVTLVovv ivbix^Tai ; rj aet avTcov €Ka(TTOv o ecrrt, p.ovocih'ks

6v avTdKa0^avT6,ot)(ravTOL>9 kol KaTO, TavTO. e)(et Kat ovbiiroTe

ovhapij] ovbapi&s aWoioocnv ovh&ixiav kvhi)(j.Tai ; o)cravT(t)s,

€(f)ri, OLvayKT]. tl be t5)v 'ttoX\S>v Ka\S>v, olov av6pu>TT(j}V rj

LTTTTOiV 7] IpiaTLCdV TJ aXXcLiV WVTLVOiVOVV TOLOVTCOV, T) IdOiV

rj TTOLVTOiv TO)V iK€LVOLs 6p.(avvp.odv, CLpa KaTCL TavTOL e)(et. ^
TTOLV TOVVaVTLOV €K€LV0L9 OVT€ aVTOL aVTOls OVT€ akXrjXoLS

ovbiiTOT€f o)s eTTOj etTTeti', ovbapiSiS Kara TavTo, kcTTiv ;

* Let us revert to our earlier argument. The
actual and abstract essence of any object such as is

expressed in the definitions we give one another, is

it to be regarded as immutable or as varying from
time to time '? Abstract equality, abstract beauty,

or any other matter, are these capable of even the

slightest change, or must not the absolute nature of

any of them be single and constant, always identical

with itself, and never open to the semblance of

variety ? It must necessarily be as you say. But,

now, take the multiplicity of things beautiful, e. g.

men, horses, garments, &c., or again the multiphcity

of things equal, and all other similar categories, do
we here find constant identity, or is it not rather

true that so far from being consistent with each

other they are not even consistent with themselves ?
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ovTdiS. ovKOVv TOVTcov [xev KCLV ayj/aio KCLV tboLS KCLV rats I
aWaLS aladrjaeatv ataSoLo, t&v 8e Kara ravra €\6vT(i>v xxxi

ovK ^(TTiv OTUt ttot' cLv 6,X\co iTTiXd^OLO Yj T(£> ttJs biavoias

Aoyio-juw, aAA.' iariv cabi] ra TOLavra Kat ov^ opara ;

irai'Tditao-LV, €(pr]. dcoixev ovv, et jSovkei, €(f)ri, bvo etb-q

tS)v ovt(ov, to ix€V opaTov, to be dtSe?. Phaed. 78 C.

It is so. Does it not then follow that while these

numerous individuals are known by one or more of

the senses, such as touch, sight, &c., those other

concepts, which are always constant, can only be

apprehended by the synthetic action of the mind,

being in their very nature invisible as opposed to

visible ? Most certainly. We are at liberty there-

fore to make two distinct classes of real objects, one

visible, the other invisible.'

"EaTLv ovv b-q TrpcoTov biaipeTiov Tabe' tl to ov det, xxxii

yiveaiv be ovk e^ov, kol tl to yiyv6\xevov [xev aei, ov be

ovbeiTOTe. TO /xet* brj voricret fxeTo, Xoyov TTepiXTjiTTOv, det

KaTa TavTCi ov, to 8' av bo^rj [xeT alcrOriaeciis ciXoyov

bo^aaTov, yiyvofxevov kol a-noXXvixevov, ovtco^ be ovbe-

TTOTe ov. Tim. %"],

'We must first make a necessary distinction

between what exists for ever and is never produced,

and what is for ever being produced and exists

never. The fii-st of these two divisions is known by
the mind through its powers of reasoning and is

fixed for all time, the second is the subject-matter

of opinion by the aid of uni'easoning sensation,

always coming into appearance and then passing

away, and never attaining to true existence.'

Td T Iv TOis efjnrpoa0€j' prjOeVra Kai aXXore t^St] iroWdKis XXxiii

clpTjfieVa. TCI TTOia; x\ V 09. iroXXd KaXd, r\y '^ eyw, ^al

TToXXd dyaGd Kal iKaara outws €kvo.\. <j)a|xeV t€ Kat 8topt^Ofi€>'

' Hark back to our previous statements, repeated

so often on other occasions as well. Common
language recognizes the existence of a plurality of

things beautiful, good, &c. ; and distinguishes them
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I TO) Xoyo). <|>ap,ei' ydp. Kai auxo 8y) KaXo>' Kal auro dyaOoi',

XXXlll KttL ouTw TTcpi TvavTUiv o, TOTe (US TToXXd eTiGefxep', TrdXii' au Kar'

Ihiav iiiav eKaarou wg ji-tds ouo-tjs TiGeMxes, o earti' eKacrrot'

TTpoaayopeuofjiei'. ecrji Taura. Kat rd \ikv opdaOai <|)ap.€i',

I'oeiaOat 8' ou, rds 8' au iSeas I'oeicrGai \iiv, opdaOai 8' ou.

Eep. 507 A.

by words. On the other hand, we speak also of

abstract beauty, abstract goodness, and the like,

considering under one single idea what before we
regarded as plural, and taking for granted that such
exist in every case and represent the true being of

things. The individuals we say are apprehended by
sight and not by the intellect, but the ideas are

grasped by the intellect and not by sight.'

Again,

xxxiv riore ovv, rj 8' 6s, rj ^vxi] r?}? dXr/^eta? aTTTerai ;

orav ixev yap jjera rov au>ixaTos iinx^ipfj tl aKOTT^iv

bijXov OTL t6t€ k^airaTarai vii avTOv.

(The error and fallaciousness of sense lie of course

not in the sensations themselves but in the inferences

drawn from them. Cf. p. 4:^ note.)

'Ap ovv ovK kv roj Koyi^iaOai iXirep ttov aWodt
KaTahrjXov avTj] yiyverai n tu>v ovtoov ; vaL XoyiCfiTai

8e ye ttov t6t€ KakXicrTa orav pufbev tovto)v avTi]v

irapaXvirfj, \xr\T^ olkot] pufiTe 6y\ns pt-^re akyi-jbo^v fXTJre tls

T]bov>], dAA' TL pLakiaTa avTi] KaO^ avTi]V yiyv7]Tai kSxra

' How then does the mind attain to truth, seeing
that all its essays towards thought when in con-
junction with the body are vitiated by the latter's

inherent fallaciousness'? It can only be in its

exercise of pure reason that any part of the real

discovers itself to the mind, and this exercise is

freest when unimpeded by corporeal sensations,

such as sound or sight, or pleasure or pain, and
when the mind can most effectively banish the body
from its presence and be left alone with itself to
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yaip^Lv TO ac^iJia, kol KaO' oaov hvvarai (jltj KOLvoiVovaa I
avT(o juiT]6' cLTTTOfjiivr] 6piyr]Tai tov ovtos, xxxiv

*H (pL\o(TO(f)La €vbeLKVvTaL on airaTrj^ fiev jueorr] rj hia

rOiv ojiixaToav o-k€\j/l'S, d7rar?;s 6e 57 Sta tu)v o)TOiv Kai rSiV

aXkcov al(T6i]aeMV, ireideL be rrfv xf/vxvv €k tovto)v piev

avayjjdpelv oaov iii] avdyKr] avrols xprjaOai, avTi]v be els

avTr]v (TvkXeye(T6ai, incrTeveLv be pir]bevl akk(o dAA.' rj

avTr}v avrfj, orav vor\(Tr\ avrr] KaO' avTrjv avro n Kad'

avTO Tcav ovroyv. 6 tl 5' av bi aWoiV (tkottt/, ev dXAot?

ov akXo, fJLrjbev riyei(r9aL aXrjOes. etvai be to fxev tolovtov

aia-OrjTOV re kol opaTov, o be avT-q opa vorjTov re Kat

mbes. Fhaed. 6^ B, 83 A.

reach out into the realm of truth with as little

association and connexion with the body as is here

attainable.

Philosophy reveals the fact that the evidence of

the eyes and ears and other senses is tainted with
error, and it therefore urges the mind as far as is

practicable to withdraw from contact with them,

and to substitute abstract reasoning, trusting nothing

but its own deliverances, obtained by its own
reflections upon some part of absolute reality.

Any results obtained through other organs, and
which differ in diflferent circumstances ' (or ' with

different individuals ')
' it must always regard as

false, distinguishing between the material world of

sense and sight on the one hand, and, on the other,

the world that is revealed to thought, intelligible

and immaterial.'

The above passages, however, seem to claim a more

than conceptual existence for the ideas, in virtue of

which they transcend our mind and are independent

of it. They are also regarded as permanent and

unchangeable ; on which it may be said that, although

Truth is fixed and unalterable, yet we are at present

far removed from its complete discovery, and that the

answers of Science are constantly being revised, so
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that our ' ideas ' are as variable as sensible things

themselves ^. On the other hand we too have these

same two worlds that Plato seems to separate so

sharply from each other. For Science is the organiza-

tion of the laws of succession that are permanent in

the constant flux of Nature, of the nexus of antecedents ^
and consequents active or latent in sensible objects.

In this way Science is a constantly progressive work

of Definition, in proportion as the meaning, ' form,^ or

'idea' of any class of objects is enriched; whilst

parallel with this process goes always further Division.

But in Plato's day, through the infancy of the

physical sciences, the notion, so familiar to ourselves,

of the perpetual interrogation of Nature by patient

experiment, was necessarily foreign to the mind.

Hence there is with him no constant reference to

individual phenomena in order to test the validity of

general terms or ' ideas.' He takes the world as it

was known in his time ; and the current notions of

things, often erroneous and fantastic and resting on

unverified observation of the senses, are his only data.

His Dialectic is one with Science in its method ; but

the absence of experiment^, and the apparent absence

of any conception of the progressive and necessarily

provisional character of science, gives it an impression

of unreality and barrenness. We too have our 4deas,'

for without them, as the aged Parmenides admits to

the 3^outhful Socrates, general knowledge is impossible.

But we do not divorce the intelligible from the

sensible world. We can see that a general proposition

is true universally and necessarily only in the sense

^ Jowett, Introd. to Fhilebus.
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that whenever and wherever certain phenomena occur,

or, as Plato would say, ' come into being ^—ytyi/erat

—

then and there certain other phenomena also come

into being, and that, apart from the possibility of an

indefinite number of particulars, a universal has no

content.

V. AOHA

With the two worlds apparently so sharply distin-

guished, involving such a decided depreciation of the

world of phenomena, there necessarily arises a corre-

sponding distinction in the quality of the knowledge

to be obtained about each. In the one case we are

dealing with fixed ideas, grasped and held by pure

intellect, which also determines their relations inter se,

though as regards their accurate determination the

vital necessity of verification is, as we have noticed,

scarcely realized by the Greeks. The result of this

reasoning by the mind upon its concepts will be a

body of abstract truth causally connected : this alone

deserves the name of knowledge— €7rio-r?i/xr?, and the

faculty that acquires it is voiqcris or yvcoixrj (Rep. 476 f.,

506 f.). As we have seen, its subject-matter is held

to be unchangeable and eternal, for any distinct

' idea ^ is an unalterable unit ; and, though they

are related, they can never be confounded with each

other.

On the other hand it is very difierent with

sensible objects. Not only are they transitory, but

they have not even in transitu the unity found in

ideas. For every individual object is either more or
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less than the general concept under which it falls,

seeing that it must have at least some properties

that are peculiar to itself, and not specific or generic.

Therefore that part of ' ideal ' or scientific knowledge

which deals with it will only hold good in any given

case up to a certain pointy for there is always some
exception present which, as we say, proves the rule ;

and we have always mentally to add ceteris paribus

in applying natural law to sensible objects. Know-
ledge about them thus appears somewhat uncertain,

although the uncertainty, such as it is, lies not in the

things, but in ourselves. We may say ' All trees are

green ' but we shall search in vain for any tree

altogether green, and friction will always prevent the

perfect fulfilment of the laws of motion. For, as the

Greeks said, phenomena partake of both ' being

'

and ' not-being.' They contain the specific qualities,

connoted by the class name or ' Idea,' but also some-

thing ' other ' than these. To take Plato's example,

no good act fails to be also not-good from some point

of view. Such ' otherness ' they called to jut) 6u, a

phrase of purely logical signification ^, since, as being

an object of thought, it must always be equally ' real

'

with what is distinguished as rd 6v. Omnis negatio

eat determinatio. Further, phenomena seem to have
even contradictory qualities, and, indeed, have them,

if viewed in difierent relations or aspects. A man,
therefore, whose knowledge is limited to individual

objects of sense, who knows these only in separation

^ See esp. TJieaet. 189, Bep. 478 B, and Soph. 239 d—241, where
the logical character of t6 hj) ov is demonstrated. Error is

shown to lie not in believing in something which does not exist,

but in mistaking one piece of reality for another. It is there-
fore not ^evdrjs 6d|a but dXXodo^ia. Cf. Green, Proleg. 12.
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from each other and not as examples of an underlying J
law of Nature, and who can give no account (Aoyoi;

bihovai) of their causal connexion with other phenome-

na, cannot be said to have knowledge proper but only-

opinion, bo^a : for such knowledge as he has is but

empirical, and rests on no basis of ascertained general

principles. Correspondingly, the world of phenomena,

if understood only in this superficial and empirical

manner, is the world of mere opinion, to ho^aarov,

*H ovK ycrdrjo-ai on ^avLv tl [xeTa^v aocpuas kol a\xaQiai ; xxxv
rt TOVTO ; TO 6p6a ho^dC^iv koL av€v tov '^x^iv Xoyov

hovvai OVK oXcrd\ €(f)ri, otl ovre kiiiaTaaQai kaTiv—aXoyov

yap TTpayixa ttw? av ^Xi] iTTLarrjixr] ;
—ovr^ opiaQia—to

yap TOV ovTos Tvyxdvov ttw? av et-q d\xaOia

;

—eVrt 6e

brjuov TOLOVTOv 7] opdr} bo^a, fxeTa^v (fypovrjacco^ Kal

&IJ.a9ias. Symp. 202 A.

' You have surely observed that there is a certain

state of mind that is midway between knowledge
and ignorance. To have correct opinions, without
being able to explain them, can certainly not be

described as knowledge, seeing that it is essentially

an irrational state, though just as little as blank
ignorance, considering that it involves acquaintance
with true facts ; but we can only designate it as

correct opinion, lying between intelligence and
ignorance.'

The distinction between Right Opinion and Know-
ledge goes to the root of Thought itself. We have

seen that knowledge and existence itself implies

neither unqualified unity nor unrelated multiplicity,

but unity in plurality. If all were one, simply eV,

knowledge is impossible, just as there could be no

consciousness of a single sensation without another

from which to distinguish it ^ ; and if all were simply

^ Hoffding, OutlineSy V. A.
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J TToWa, unrelated to each other by a relating mind,

knowledge is equally impossible. Hence we need at

once similarity and diversity. These are the two

principles of all Thought, which alone make Thought

possible. Of these two elements therefore, in con-

junction with a third representing their alliance,

Plato makes the Soul of the World to have been

originally fashioned by the Deity. This soul is

engaged in eternal thought with itself upon the things

that form its visible body, and ever distinguishes

Identity and Diversity, as it approaches each in its

ceaseless revolution. According as either of these two

is accentuated there is begotten True Opinion on the

one hand, or Knowledge on the other.

xxxvi 'O 6e y}rv)(r]v avvearrja-aTO €k T(avhi re Kal rotwSe

rpoTTw. (a) T7]s afJL€pi(TTov Kol CL^l KaTCL TavTCL €x^ovcrr]s

ovaCas (b) Kal rrjs av irepl ra (TcofjiaTa yiyvoixivTjs \x€.pi(TTT]^

(c) TpiTov e^ ap.^oiv ev \xi(T(^ avv^K^pacraTo ovalas ethos,

Trys re ravTOv (pvo-eois kol ttjs Oaripov. kol rpia \aj3oiv

avTCL ovra crvveK^pacraTO ds ixtav iravra Ihiav. Tim. 34 C.

Kal TO jiev 8r) o-co/xa oparbv ovpavov yiyovev, avri] be

aoparos joteV, Xoytafjiov he [xere^ovcra koI apfxovias ^vxVy
rdiv i'or]T(t)v aei re ovToav VTro tov apicrTov apicrrr] yevopieir]

' The Creator composed the world-soul out of the

following elements in the way to be described.

(a) First the element of indivisibility and unchange-
ableness, (b) secondly the element of production

divided amongst physical phenomena, and (c) thii-d-

ly in the middle place he put a blend of these other

two, sc. identity and difference. These three separate

elements he took, and mingled them into a single

form.

Now although the body of the universe has been
made visible, the soul is invisible, endowed with
reason and harmony, being the most perfect creation

of the perfect Creator amongst things intelligible and
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tQ>v y€vvr]0€VT(t)V. are ovv (a) Ik ttJj Tavrov (b) Kal rrjs J
Oarepov (pijo-ecos (c) €< re ovaias Tpi5>v rovTOiv o-vyKpaO^laa XXXVi

IxoLpoiv, avTT) re avaKVKXovixivr] irpos avTrjv, orav ovaiav

aK€ba(TT7}v ^xovTos rivos k^a-nrriTai koi orav afxipLaTov,

Ae'yei Kivovpihri bta iraa-qs kavrris 6tu> t av tl ravTov r/ koX

OTOV av €T€pov. oTttv [lev TT€pl TO aicrdrjTov yiyvqrai kol 6

rod darepov kvkXos opOo^ cov ets iraaav avTov ti^v \p'V)(r}v

8tayyetA77, bo^at Kal TTtVrets yiyvovrai /3e'^atot Kal aKr]6ei<s'

orav Se av irepl to XoyiaTiKov ij Kal 6 tov TavTov kvkXos

eijTpoxos obv avTci pLr]vvur), vovs k'nicTTrip.ri re e^ avdyKr]^

CLTTOTeXuTaL. Tim. ^6.

eternal. Being therefore a compound of three

distinct elements, viz. (a) Identity, (b) Difference,

(c) Substance, when, in its eternal revolutions upon
itself, it meets with aught possessed of the scattered

elements, or again the indivisible, it is stirred

throughout itself and reports the similarity and the

dissimilarity of objects. Whenever it is engaged
upon the sensible, and the circle of Difference,

revolving rightly, announces the various objects to

the single united soul, opinions and beliefs are

generated, both sound and true. When, however,
it is directed to the objects of thought, and the circle

of Identity, running freely, informs it of them, then
there is inevitably seen the finished product of pure
intellect and knowledge.'

The distinction therefore between bo^a and k-nLo-Trnxr]

grows out of the old opposition of the One and the

Many (§ G), and, broadly speaking, the man who has

€7n(TTrifjL7] is the man who can see the One in the Many,

the single underlying law or cause, exemplified in the

multiplicity of phenomena ; whilst the man who has

bo^a only is the man who cannot do this. The mind

of 6 opda bo^d^oov exhibits a sort of maimed reason, or

a reason not yet come to itself, for it does not display

the threefold combination of the World-Soul ; it has
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J developed ttjv Oarepov (fyvaiv but not r-qv ravTov, which

also is essential for any knowledge of ovaCa. This

further development, it will be remembered, is the

irepLayooyr] t7]s ^vx_rji of the Republic.

Such being the state of mind of the non-philosophic

person, we may easily imagine what happens when he

looks out on the apparently inexplicable variety of

phenomena.

XXXVli TouTwt' yap 8t), w apiare, <|>iiaofJi€i', twc iroWCiv KaXwi' fxwi'

Ti cCTTii' o ouK aidxpbv <j)ai/iia€Tat ; ouic, dXX' avdyKr], e<j)T]. Tt

8e ; Toi TToXXd SiirXdaia TjTTot' Tt T^/xicrea rj 8nrXd(na ^aiverai

;

ouSeV. Kttl jxeydXa 8t) Kal ajxiKpd Kal K0u4>a Kal Papea jai^

Ti juidXXoj' d ay ^r](T(o^ev rauTa TrpoapT)0i](r€Tai i] ravavria
;

ouK^ dXX' del, e<|)T), cKaaroj' d|x<|)OTepa)i' l^erai. Met). 479 -^*

' In this multiplicity of things beautiful is there

one which cannot be made to appear ugly ? or again
with the manifold of things double, they are all

equally halves. Similarly with things great and
small or light and heavy, the precisely opposite

qualities may be predicated of each in different

relations.'

XXXviii Kal Trepl SiKaiou Kal dSiKOu Kal irdi'Twi' tS)v elhojy ivipi

6 auTos Xoyos, auro jief ei' eKaaroi' eti^ai, ttJ Se tCjv TTpdietov

Kal o-wfxdTWi' Kttl dXX'qXoji' Koivoivia TravraxoG <})ai'Tal^6jjLe>'a

iroXXd <|>aii'£a0ai eKaaroi'. Hep. 4^6 A.

' The same holds good of justice and injustice and
all concepts alike ; each is to be regarded in itself as

one, though, since they always present themselves to

us in conjunction with definite actions or persons, and
even with one another, each has the appearance of

being many.^

XXXIX Eupi]Ka|jL€j' dpa, ws eoiKCj', on rd twi' ttoXXwk iroXXd j'op.ip.a

' Our conclusion seems to suggest that the various
standards of mankind on the subject of the beautiful,
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KaXoC T€ irepi Kal tCjv oSXujv jjieTa|u irou KuXit'Seirai tou re J
jXT) oi'TOS Kttl TOU oi'Tos ciXiKpii^ais. cupi^Kafxev. TrpowjxoXoYi]- XXXIX

o'ajj.ei' Se ye, ei ti toioutov ^aveir], ho^aarov auTO dXX' ou

yv(i}(Trbv Set XeyeaOai. Hep. 479 D.

&c., oscillate perpetually as it were between
absolute existence and absolute non-existence.

And we agreed beforehand that, if any such sphere

were discovered, it was to be regarded as the subject-

matter of opinion and not of knowledge/

Thus too of that Great Beast, Popular Opinion.

"^Eti rolvuv coi, tJv 8' eyw, irpos toutois Kal roSe Soldrw. xl

TO TTOIOJ' ; eKaO'TOl' TOJV IIKtQ apifOVVTOiV iSiWTWI', OUS 8t) OUTOt

ao(|)io"Tas KaXouo-i, jjlt) aXXa iraiSeueii' r\ TauTa to, tC>v ttoXXwi/

SoyfAttTa d So^d^ouaii' OTav dOpoiaOwo-i k.t.X. Id. 493 A.

MiqSei' €i8ws TT) dXT]0eta toutcji' tCjv hoy^idruiv t€ Kal

eiriGufiiwi', OTi KaXoi' r\ alcrxpov, ovoiidt^oi Se irdi'Ta TauTa eirl

Tats TOU jaeydXou ^wou So^ats, ots \iev xatpot cKeii'O dyaOd

KaXwf, ots Se dxOoiTO KaKa, dXXov 8e jut-qSeVa e'xoi Xoyoi^ Trepl

auTwi' (as contrasted with 6 eiriaTd/xei'os who can
explain phenomena through the unity of a general

concept and its definition).

TauTa Toivuv irdi'Ta ivvo-qaas eKeivo dkap.i'iia0r]Tf auTO to KaXof,

dXXd fJLT) Ttt TToXXd KaXd, r\ auTo Tt cKaaToi' Kal fXTj Ta TroXXd

' One more point I would have you recognize,

viz. that each of these salaried private tutors, thus

designated professors, as a matter of fact teach

nothing but popular opinions such as find expression

at any mass meeting, &c.

He has no real knowledge about these opinions

and desires as to their respective moral value, but

labels them all in accordance with the beliefs of the

Great Beast, marking as good whatever tickles its

fancy and as bad whatever irritates it, whilst any
further explanation lies quite beyond him. Reliect-

ing on all this, can you imagine that there will ever

be popular acceptance or recognition of the absolute
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J cKaara eaQ' ottws uXt]0os di'e^eTai r\ i^y^o'^Tai eti'at ;
r\KL(nd

xl y'j ^4>i1- <t>i'X6ao<j)oi/ pel' apa, t^i' S' cyw, 7rXT]0os dSui'aTOi'

ctkai. i?ep. 493 ^•

good as distinguished from individual good things,

or indeed of the absolute in any class of objects ?

I cannot. A philosophic public, then, must remain
an unattainable ideal.'

K The last passages seem to indicate the limits denoted

by bo^a. It here covers the whole of the ordinary

person's belief about the objects of daily experience,

including undigested views on morals, politics, and

art. Indeed it can be made the equivalent of our

own philosophical term ' Experience,' if we rigorously

confine the function of vorjai^ to ideas in a tran-

scendental ^ sense, which Plato, as we have seen, appears

to do. For on this hypothesis, if we ask what Plato

would designate the knowledge of phenomena as held

by a scientist, supposing the question had any mean-

ing for a Greek of Plato's time, we have no other term

but bo^a to give, as can be seen from the simile of the

Line in Rej). 510 2. If, on the other hand, we refuse,

in the face of Aristotle's testimony, to ascribe this

transcendental character to the etbr], and regard them

as general concepts in the mind only, i. e. as conceptual,

we are then free to make the distinction as follows :

—

(a) Scientific knowledge of Nature, which interprets

individual phenomena in the light of universal law,

or, as Plato would say, as Mt/^^i/^otTa tc^v elbcor, will be

kin(TTi]}ir] and its organ z'o?;crts ; whilst {h) Empirical

knowledge of Nature, which sees no further than what

^ The term transcendental is, throughout this compilation,
used to imply an existence independentof both phenomena and
our thoughts about them.

^ See, however, below for Dr. Jackson's view.
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is present to the senses, will be to bo^aa-Tov or simply K
bo^a—the name also given to its organ. In both cases,

however, we are, on the latter view, dealing with

phenomena and phenomena alone. Between the two

views each student of Plato must decide for himself.

At any rate True Opinion can for all practical pur-

poses be as sure a guide as any form of Knowledge.

Its weakness is its elusiveness ; it easily escapes us.

True scientific knowledge, on the other hand, is riveted

in the mind by the nexus of causality. We know a

thing scientifically, and, not merely empirically when ^g
we know its cause, the Stort as well as the 6tl ; when
we recognize it (through avdfxvrjo- is, see §§ L, M) as an

instance of a general uniformity of Nature, or in

Platonic language, as a o/xotco/xa of an tSea, and when
we know its necessary antecedents and consequents.

It is the presence of this causal link that distinguishes

€Tn<JTrifxr] from bo^a. To take an example. A market

gardener has correct opinion about the conditions

under which his plants are exposed to dew at night,

an opinion gained by experience. This is empirical

knowledge, ak-qOrjs bo^a. A scientific man can explain

to him the cause of the varying conditions : he adds

to the gardener's knowledge ahCas XoyKrfxos. As Plato

says below, the latter has travelled the connecting-

road from end to end, whereas the gardener has always

been stationary at his own end.

Kat OTL ye w^eAt/ixot ^aovrai (sc. ol ayaOoi), av SpOm xli

r]iJiLV rjywvTai tG>v irpayiidrcoVy kol tovto ttou KaXws

0)fJ.o\oyoviM€v ; vai. on 8' ovk icniv opOSts rjyela-OaL, eav

' We were also right in our admission that good
rulers will prove useful if they guide our affairs for

us rightly, although we seem to have been wrong

E
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K fxr] <^p6vi\xo<s
fi,

TOVTO ofjiOLoC €(rfjL€V ovK 6p6u>s w/oioXoyr^KoVt.

xli 7T(as hi] ' dpdSis^ Aeyet? ; eyo) epw. et tls €1800? ti^v ohbv

ri]V et? Acipicrcraz; rj ottol (3ov\€i akXoae (Bahi^oi kol

aXXoLs i]yolTO, aAAo n opOSts av kol €v ij-yolro ; irdrv ye.

TL 8' et rt? op^ws /xez/ So^a^coi' rJTL9 €(ttlv rj 6809, €\riXv9(i)s

be jJLj] fxrib^ eiricTToixevos, ov Kal ovtos av 6p6oi)s rj-yolTO ;

TTCLVV ye. KOL e(i)9 y av ttov 6p6r}v ho^av exy Trepl u>v 6

erepos e'!:i(TTi]ixrfv, ovhev xeipoiv rjyeixcav e^JTai, olopievos

fxev aXr]6rj, (ppov&v be pn], rod tovto (f)povovvT09' ovbev yap.

bo^a apa akrjdrjs irpos opOoTrjTa Trpa^eco? ovbev yeipoiv

7]yeix(iiv (ppovrjaecoi' Kal tovto eaTiv, o vvv br] iiapeKei-

uop.ev ev Trj irepl ttjs apeTrjs o-Ke\}/ei, ottoIov tl etr],

XeyovTe9 otl (ppovqcns pLovov rjyelraL tov 6p6u>9 TTpaTTetv'

TO be apa Kal bo^a rjv a\r]6i]s. eoue ye, wore 6avpid((o,

TOVTOV OVTCOS e^OVTOS, O TL brj 77076 TToXv TipiiCOTepa 7]

e-nL(TT)]p.ri Tr\s opOijs bo^-qs, Kal o tl r6 pLev eTepov, to be

in agreeing that only wise men can do this. How
wrong? I will tell you. Supposing a man who
knew the road to Larissa, or anywhere else you like,

were to go there himself and were also to act as

guide to others, he would certainly make a satis-

factory guide ? Certainly. But now supposing

some one had a correct opinion as to the proper

road, but had never been there and learnt it, I take

it that he too would prove quite a satisfactory

guide ? And as lonor as he retains his correct

opinion as to a matter on which the other man
possesses knowledge, he will make no worse a guide,

with his right notions but his want of instruction,

than his rival who has that instruction.
' True opinion^ therefore, so far as regards success-

ful action, is as good a guide as knowledge. And
it was this point which we missed in our recent

discussion on the nature of Virtue. We there laid

it down that knowledge alone produces right con-

duct, whereas the fact was that true opinion does

also. Evidently it does ; insomuch that it rather

surprises me in that case to see the great superiority
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€T€p6v €(TTLV avT^v. oi(T6a ovv hi on ^avjuafct? 17 eyw K
(TOL etTTO) ; Tidvv y dire. on rot? AaibdXov dyd\~ xli

fxaa-iv ov 7rpoo-e(T)(j?Ka9 tov vovv, on koI Tavra €dv

ix€v fXT] 6e5ejoteVa ?/, a77o5t8pacrKet kol hpaTT€T€V€L, eav 8e

behcfxeva, Trapa/xeret* tl ovv hrj ; rS>v kKeivov TTOL-qjJidTCdV

XeXvixh'Ov jji€v iKTrjaOai ov -noWrjs nvos a^cov enrt rt/x^j,

uxTTiep bpaiT^T-qv dvOpooiTov—ov yap Trapafi^vet—beb€fj.4vov

8e TToWov d^Lov. Trdvv yap Ka\d rd epya ian. tl ovv hr}

Xeyco ravTa ; Trpo? rds ho^as rds dKr\da.^. Ka\ yap at

bo^ai al dXriOels, oaov fxev dv \p6vov Trapafxivcao-i, KaXbv

TO yjir\iia Kal iravra rdyaOd kpyd^ovrai' ttoXvv be xpovov
ovK edekovcTL Trapafxiveiv, dXXd bpaTTerevovcnv €K ttjs

yf/vxv^ TOV dvOpcoTTOV, wore ov -noWov d^iai elcnv, 6£0? dv

TLS avrds brjcrrj alrias Xoyicrfjico. eTreibav be beOda-iy

irpSiTOv fxev iTncrTrJixai yiyvovraL, CTretra ix6vip.oi. koX bid

Tavra br] np.Lu>T€pov iT:iaTr\\iri dp6?\s bo^rjs eort, Kal

bLa(j)€peL 8ea-)utw k-nidrriixr] opdrjs bo^rjs. Men. 97 A.

attached to knowledge over true opinion, and the

wide distinction made between them. Let me tell

you the reason. It is because you have not con-

sidered the statues of Daedalus, how they turn run-
aways unless tied down, although they stay with
one when fastened securely. Possession of one of

this artist's works is almost worthless if kept loose,

as it does not stop, being like a runaway slave ;

although when tied down it is most valuable, for

they are indeed beautiful works of art. To apply
this then to true opinions. As long as they stay,

they form a beautiful object, and produce all kinds
of good. Unfortunately, their habit is not to stay,

but to run off out of a man's mind ; and they are

consequently worth little until one has tied them
down by causal connexion. When bound, they at

once develop into knowledge, and so become per-

manent. And this it is which gives knowledge a
higher value than right opinion, and the distinction

between the two lies in the presence or the absence

of this connecting-link.'

E %
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K People with right opinion only, i. e. empirical know-

ledge, are at best like blind men whose good fortune

alone keeps them to their road.

xlii Ti 8e ; r\v S' eyw' Sokci aroi SiKaioi' elvai irepl Stv tis |at]

oi8e \iyeiv ws eiSora ; ouSajJiws y', c<f>T), <us elSora, ws

jji6i'Toi oiofxeroi/ TaG0' a ol'exai eQekeiv Xe'yeii'. Tt 8e ; etiroi''

ouK i^'a6T]o-ai Tois ai'cu eTrio-niixTjs So^as, ws Trdaai alaxpai; Siv

at PcXrio-Tai Tu4>\ai* t] SoKouai tl aoi TU<|>Xoii' 8ta<|>ep€H' ohbv

opdus TTopeuojj.ei'OJK ot ai'eu you a\r\Bis Tt So^di^oi/Tes ; ouSei',

€<|)T]. i?ep. 506 C.

*Does it seem justifiable to talk on a subject of

which one has no knowledge as if one had ? Most
decidedly not, but to be ready to give one's opinions

merely as opinions and not as knowledge seems fair

enough. You surely though have noticed what an
ugly appearance all opinions present that are devoid

of scientific knowledge, and that the best of them
are blind. For those who entertain true opinions

about any matter without an intelligent understand-

ing of it are in the same position as blind men who
happen to keep to their road.'

The road itself can only be seen in the light of The

Good ; the true and full meaning of the world is only

realized when transient phenomena are disregarded,

and their archetypes alone are studied in their relation

to the one supreme apxr] awTToOeros.

xliii "Oraj/ 8e y' otjjiai S>v 6 tjXios KaraXdjATrT), (7a<(>(os opwo-i,

Kttl Tois auTOLS TOUTOis ofx/xttatk ei'oGaa (sc. "f] ov|/is) ^aiverai.

Tl \i.r]V ; ouTw Toivuv koI to tt]s v(/uxtjs w8e I'oei* orav ^ev oS

KaTaXdjJiiret dXi^OeKi tc Kal to ov, eis touto direpeiairiTat,

' When, however, they are turned on to things In

the sunlight they see the objects clearly, and the

faculty also of sight is then realized in the eyes

themselves. So too with the mind. When directed

upon any object lying in the light of Truth and
Reality it both understands and knows it, and also
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iv6r]cri t€ Kai eyvu) auTo Kal j'oCi' ^x^^^ ^aiveTaC orav 8e eis ^
TO Tw aKOTO) K€Kpajuiei'oi/, TO yiY»'6|jL€i'6»' Te Kal dTroXXujxeKoi', xliii

8o^d^€t T6 Kal Ajuij3XuwTT€t tti'w Kal kcIto) Tas So^as jxcTa-

jSdXXoi', Kal eoiK€»' aij vouy ouk e)(oi'Ti. toCto toii'uv to TTif

dX'qOeiak' Trape'xoi' tois yiyi'waKOjJiei'OLS Kal tw yiyvwo-KOi'Tt ttji'

%6vaii.LV a-nohihbv ttji^ toG dyaOou ihiau <^6,0i elvai. Rep. 508 D.

clearly exercises its faculty of pure intellect. But
whenever it considers a subject-matter that is as

much dark as light, mere phenomena that come and
go, then it can only form short-sighted opinions
which assume every conceivable form, and in fact

is like a man devoid of all intelligence. Now that
which alike constitutes the truth of the objects

known, and makes it possible for the subject to

know them, I would have you conceive to be the
Idea of the Good.'

These passages seem to indicate that no knowledge

of phenomena can amount to more than ho^a. Yet if

knowledge proper

—

^innTrnxr]—deals with Ideas alone,

and differs from true opinion

—

aXfidrjs bo^a—only by

the addition of the causal nexus—atria? 8eo-juw—what

are we to say of the knowledge of phenomena as

possessed by the scientific mind ? On this showing,

it can be neither the one nor the other. We may
refuse to meet the difficulty by simply denying the

possibility of equating the ancient with the modern

standpoint, and by holding that the modern reading

of phenomena, in the light of experimental truth, is an

attitude utterly alien to the Greeks. Failing this, it

would seem the only course to hold that we are wrong

in separating so sharply the two worlds from each

other, TCL vorjTOL from to. ala-d-qTa, and that all that

Plato means when he declares that eindTrnxT] parts

with sensibles, and travels in and through ideas alone,

is that the idiosyncrasies of individuals are dropped
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and disregarded, and that we think only of the

permanent law as represented, pro hac vice, in the

phenomenon under observation. This of course brings

Plato's position on to a level with all modern thought

since Bacon, and it is a position that can claim much

support from the Dialogues after making due allowance

for the Platonis inconstuntia.

Another view is ably put forward by Dr. Henry

Jackson ^ His reading of the combined similes of

the Line and the Cave attributes to Plato a twofold

division in knowledge, each with a further subdivision

;

thus we get

—

(i) Sensible objects as they appear to us (etKaata).

(2) Sensible objects as they are (ttlo-tls or 8o£a).

(3) Scientific knowledge of concepts {koyoi) in our

mind (bidvoia).

(4) Scientific knowledge of ideas in themselves

(z;o7]o-is).

He thus makes room for the scientific standpoint,

and finds it neither in bo^a nor in k-niaT-qixi], but in that

aspect of knowledge which is best typified by the

mathematical sciences. These, he holds, do not exhaust

hidvoia^ but the latter term is intended to cover any

branch of science in the experimental and provisional

stage, which has not as yet proved its generalizations

by a completed chain of deductive reasoning from the

apxi] dvvTTod^Tos, or which has not shown that its

provisional Xoyoi of things (i. e. the general notions in

the mind) are correct copies of the self-existing elb-q.

And just as the geometrician uses visible objects in

his expositions, although thinking of the absolute

1 See Journal of Fhil., 1882 ff.
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abstract figures, so science in this stage has still to do K
with phenomena, and is still engaged on perfecting its

XoyoL, It may be added that if this wide range be

allowed to bidvoia, then eTnaTTjixi] and vorjai^ remain

unattainable ideals, and can only make their appear-

ance at the goal of knowledge when science has become

omniscience. For ' the more perfect a science is the

more deductive it becomes,' and in the ascent and

descent of vo-qats Plato seems to have a vision of

the course of scientific inquiry as completed, where

all inductions are at length exhibited as deductions

from superior apxai, themselves dependent on apxrj

avvTToOeTOs.

This view doubtless meets the difficulty of finding

a term to denote the progress of science ; for, obviously,

supposing the Greeks of Plato's day to have held such

a conception of progressive physical science, there was

needed a word to represent the transitional stage,

during which the first rough outlines of the general

notion—Aoyoj—gained by (vvayonyri and 8tai/)eo-t?, were

filled in by further knowledge, until they coincided

with the content of the eternal transcendental Idea,

as known by Omniscience. But it is still a question

whether Plato ever held any such conception, seeing

that the so-called sciences of his day were limited to

pure mathematics, and whether he did not regard it

as possible, simply through the logical processes of

his dialectic, playing on the data already present and

known under current general terms, aided also by

imagination, to draw up a final scheme of e7rta-r?ijur; from

the First Principle of The Good downwards (cf. xxx).

In the following passage it will be seen there is little

room for science as we think of it, and a distinction
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K seems to be purposely drawn between the sciences and

arts of the day on the one hand, and the mathematical

studies on the other, to which the term btavoia is

peculiarly attributed.

xllV ToSc youk, riu 8' eyw, ouSels r\ixiv dfx<f>taPT)Ti^cr€i Xeyouaii/

(US auTOu ye CKciaTOU Trepi, o earii' eKaoroi', ciXXr] tis eirixetpei

)ji^0o8os 68<S irepl TravTos Xajx^dveiv (sc. dialectic, or

|/6T]ais)' dXX' at ^ley dXXat Tex^ai r\ Trpos So^as dvOpwirwi'

Kttl emOufxias elaiv (e.g. rhetoric) r\ irpos yei/cCTeis re Kal

aui/Oeaeis (manufactures) ti irpo? Oepairetai/ TWk <^uo^ev(uv

T€ Kttl aui'TiOejxei'oi/ airaaai TeTpd4)aTai* at Be Xonrai, ds toG

oi'Tos Ti e<|>a|JieK eTi-iXajxj3di'ea0ai, yewjxexptas re Kal rds rauTT]

cirojxei'as, opwfjiej' ws oKCipwTTOuai ^kv Trepl to ov, UTrap 8e

dSuj'aToi' auTttls Iheiv, 6ws di' uiroGeaecri xP^f^^^^'' Tauxas

dKii/iiTous ewai jit) Sukdfxet/ai Xoyoi' 8i86i'ai auriov. w ydp

dpxT] /Jiei' o jjLT) oi8e, reXeuTT) 8e Kal rd jxera^u e| ou p,T] oiSe

aujxireTrXeKTai, T19 fXT]xa»'T) ttji' TOiauTT]»' oji.oXoyiai' ttotc

' On this at least we are all agreed, that in every
case of getting at the absolute nature of anything
it is quite a distinct method which undertakes the

investigation ; distinct I mean from the remaining
arts and sciences, which are either subservient to

the opinions and passions of mankind, or else

concerned with production and manufactures, or

again with the due preservation of these natural

and artificial products. For as to the remainder
which we credited with the apprehension of some
part of Truth, geometry and such like, we now see

that they merely dream about the Real, and can
never have a waking vision so long as they leave

the h^^potheses which they use as fixed termini a
quibus, without giving an explanation of them.
For a study whose devotees begin with an unknown
element, and proceed to construct both their middle
and end out of this same unknown, may indeed be
a sort of Convention, but can in no sense of the word
be termed a Science.
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€TriaTiqfAT]j' Y€veV0ai ; ouSefii'a (i. e. mathematics, through K
not proving their axioms, are provisional only), xliv

ouKoCk, r\v h^ eycu, r\ BiaXcKTiKT] fxe0o8os \x6vr] rauTT] iropeueTai,

Tois UTToOeaeis di'aipoGo-a, eir' auTT]i/ tt)»' apxi]'', ''I'a PejSaKu-

aTjTai. . . (TuveplQois Kal crufxirepLaY<«>Yo^? XP'^H'^''^ ^^5 BiYjXOojj.ei'

Te)(i'ats* ds €iTiaTiip.as fxei' ttoXXcikis TrpoaeLTrojj.ei' 8ia to eOos,

Seokxat 8e 6v6p.aTos ciXXou, ivapyecnipou \xev r\ S6^t]9, dp,u8po-

Tepou 8e Tj eiriaTT^jJLK]?* Stctkotai' Se auTY]v eV ye tw irpoaOei'

TTOu (upiadjxeOa. jRgp. 53^ A.

'Thus the method of Dialectic is unique in the

fact that it destroys its hypotheses, and works
towards a first principle in order to confirm its

provisional results ; in which process of conversion

it uses the help of the preceding studies ; studies

which we have habitually called sciences, but
which really need another name, something clearer

than mere opinion, and yet rather more obscure

than science ; a name which, as you remember, we
have already termed ALavotaJ

This, it will be admitted, is just the sort of passage

where one might have expected the distinction in the

two stages of science to be duly noted, had they

presented themselves to the writer, as it evidently is

intended to cover all branches of knowledge in which

Plato is interested. But we find no mention of it;

and, indeed, if we are to take as serious certain

passages in the Dialogues, we might even conclude that

Plato had no conception of the uniformity of Nature,

and despaired of certain knowledge in any branch of

natural philosophy, and that he rated such pursuits far

beneath the study of Dialectic. Take e. g. the following

kindred passage from what is generally considered one

of the later dialogues—The Fhilehus—where the arts

and sciences are passed in review and deliberately set

on one side, as opposed to Dialectic on the other.
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K Ap ovv ivvorjcras to Toiovhe i.'ipi]Ka<s o Kiy^is vvv, w?
xlv at 77oXAat rixvai, koX octol irepl Tama 7T€7r6vf]VTaL,

TTp&TOv tJi€v bo^ais XpcavTat Kal tcl iiepl ho^av Cvtov(tl,

a-vvT€Tafxivo}s ; eX T€ Kal Trepl (f)V(T€a)s rjydTai tls ftretr,

OiO-6' OTl TO, TT€pl TOV KOapLOV TOvbc, OTTTj T€ y€yOV€V Kal

OTTij irdax^L Ti Kal ottt] TTOtet, TavTa C^ret bta ^lov ;

(f)alpi€v av TavTa^ 7) ttcos ; owcos. ovkovv ov irepl to,

ovTa a€i, 7[€pl be to, yiyvopieva Kal yevrjn6p.eva Kal

yeyovoTa rjpLoiv 6 tolovto9 avtjprjTaL tov ttuvov ; aXriOi-

(TTaTa. TovTUiv ovv Ti (ra(f)€'i av (Pa1p,€v rf/ aKpi/BeaTaTy

aki]6eia yiyveaOat, SiV p-i]Te e(T)(jE pL-qbev TrcoTTore Kara

TavTCL pL7]d' e'^€t pL7]T€ €is TO vvv TTapov e^ei ; Kal irm ;

7T€pL OVV TCL /XT] K€KTr}p.€Va (^elSaLOTTJTa JU7/6' IJVTLVOVV TTWJ

av TTore l3ej3aLov yiyvoiO^ r]p.iv Kal otlovv ; oXp.ai pkv

ovbapLci)s, ovb^ apa vovs ovbe rt? kTnaTrip-r] 7T€pl amd
caTLV TO dXrjOiaTaTov exovcra. Phil. 58 E.

' Your present remark is apparently prompted by
your having noticed that all the other arts and
sciences^ along with those who study them, appeal
merely to the opinions of mankind, and strenu-

ously investigate the complexity of these. And if,

further than this, any one imagines himself to be
a student of nature, you are aware that after all

it is only about the present order of the universe,

its properties and its actions, that he devotes his

lifelong study ; and all his labour is undertaken,
not on behalf of timeless reality, but only about
transient phenomena, their present state, theii* ante-

cedents, and their consequents. Most true. How
then could we admit the possibility of the highest

kind of truth in any part of such a field, where
nothing has ever had uniformity, or ever will have,

or has so now? Impossible. With such a subject-

matter, therefore, devoid of every particle of

certainty, we shall in vain expect any certain

knowledge in our own mind ; and we must conclude
that intellect proper is not concerned with such,

and that there can be no science of it in the strictest

sense of the word.'
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Such passages as these, which could be easily mul-

tiplied, representing, as they do, Plato's habitual

attitude towards the study of Nature as we conceive

of it, do not suggest the allocation to such a study of

a relatively high faculty like Aidroia. For the subject-

matter of the latter is certainly ro ov, as opposed to to

yiyi'OfMivov, and of geometry, one of its branches, it is

said Tov yap del ovtos tj yeco/xerpiKr) yvcaaCs kcrriv. Con-

formably to this, hidvoia is often included under roT^o-ts,

in the wider sense of the latter term ; and of the two

thus united we read ho^av \xkv Trepl yiveaiv, v6r]cnv hk

TTepl ovcjiav ilvai. Surely it is difficult, therefore, to

believe that the term hidvoia is applicable to the state

of mind of the scientist who is still seeking, through

phenomena, his way to ultimate truth, but who has

not yet attained it, as Dr. Jackson would have us

believe.

VI. ANAMNH2I2—INNATE IDEAS

To return once more to our critical analysis of

Sensation. We have seen (C, D) that in the most ele-

mentary form of Consciousness or cognition there is

implied Judgement of some kind, even though it be

limited to a mere 'this is ' or 'this (sensation or feeling)

is other than that.' For it seems to be the truth that

sensations are not simply ' given ' to a recipient that is

altogether passive. There is needed as well an active

principle of permanent energy, capable of contrasting

its feelings—a principle which psychology tends to

identify with a rudimentary form of WilP. Hence such

1 Hdffding, Outlines, IV. 7.
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general categories as * existence,' ' identity/ ' difference/

' number,' ' equality,' &c., are the presuppositions of all

knowledge, and are logically prior to experience. But

though prior in this sense, does it follow that they are

prior in any other sense, prior i. e. in time ? Are we to

hold that they are developed along with experience or

that they are ready-made innate ideas ? On the one

hand, unless consciousness, rj \}/vxri, or whatever name

we choose to give to the living principle of ' synthetic

unity ' in man, were capable of such distinctions, know-

ledge would be unthinkable ; on the other hand, they

themselves are unintelligible except as apphed to

experience. Now it would appear that Plato tried to

give them a priority in time, one proof adduced being

the well-known catechizing of the Slave in Meno 82 ff.,

though, indeed, it might be objected that that illus-

tration proved precisely the contrary, viz. that such

ideas far from being innate, are only developed

through concrete experience. Plato's line of argument

is drawn from the consideration of the act of sense-

perception. Sensible objects generate in our mind,

he says, more than the perception of their own quali-

ties. Along with the perception of these latter there

goes the conception of an ideal, to which they only

approximate and which they represent. Take the

idea of equality. If we ask a four-year-old child

whether two peas are like each other, he answers ' yes '

;

but when pressed as to whether they are ' exactly
'

alike he readily admits that that is not so, and

ultimately you get him to confess that no two things

can be perfectly equal, although all the time he knows
the meaning of equality. The ' idea ' therefore of

equality must, argues Plato, have been pre-existent,
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though doubtless latent, in his mind, and is ' remem- L
bered' by him on the application of the necessary

stimulus. Thus we get the doctrine of 'Avdfivi](ns.

Kal fx-qv, €(f)r], kol KaT eKelvov rov Xoyov, w Sw/cparej, xlvi

et a\r]6rjs kariv, ov crv etciiOas da^a Xiyeiv, on r]fjL(av

7) \idQrj(TL<5 OVK aXXo tl t) dvd\Jivri(ris Tvy\dv€i ovcra.

(TKOTrei 8t) et ravra ovTms c'xet. (pa\xiv ttov tl elvai X<tov^

ov ^vXov Xiyd) ^vXco ovhe Xidov XiOcp ovb' aXXo tl tmv
TOLOTJTcov ovbev, dXXa irapd TavTa irdvTa eTepov tl^—avro

TO taov. (f)ci>iJi€V tl etvaL i) fxrjhev ; (f)u>fjL€V fxevTOL, vrj AC
€c})rj, davfxaaTCdS ye. 17 kol iTTLaTafxeOa avTo o €(ttlv ;

irdvv ye, rj 8' os. iroOev XajSovTes avTov ti]v e-nLaTrjiJi-qv ;

Zip OVK ef &v vvvhy] eXeyopiev, ?) ^vXa i] XlOovs rj aXX^

CLTTa IbovTes taa, eK tovtchv eKeti^o €V€V07]aap,ev, eTepov

ov TovToiv ; (i. e, the idea, though in one sense

transcendental and independent of experience, is,

for us, only developed from and applicable to

experience). ^7 ovx^ €T€p6v aou (paiveTaL ; aKoireL 8e

KOL r7/8e. ap* ov XlOol ixkv taoL kol ^vXa €vlot€, TavTci

ovTa, t6t€ pikv Lcra (paCveTaL t6t€ 8' ov (cf. xiii) ; tl bi ;

' This follows also from the doctrine so often

preached by you,—assuming of course its truth,

—

that the growth of our experience is simply a case

of recollection. Consider the validity of the follow-

ing argument. We are accustomed, I take it, to

speak of equality—not, I mean, that between a
couple of sticks or stones, but something additional

to all this, viz. abstract equality. Are we to believe

it so or not ? Most assuredly we are, and with all

our strength. It is, I assume, a piece of knowledge

;

but where did we get the conception of it, unless

from the objects just mentioned, through our seeing

equal sticks, stones, &c., and so forming an idea of

it as something different from these ;—since of

course you admit it is different. And look at it

this way. The same sticks or stones alternately

appear as equal and unequal (according i. e. to the

point of comparison) ; but abstract equals were
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L avTOL TCL taa eaTiv ore avL(rd croi €(f)dvri ; rj rj laor-q^

xlvi aria-oV?]? ; (cf. xlix) ov ravrov dp (ariv, ^ 8' o?, Tavrd
T€ rd hra Koi avro to Xaov. dkXa firfv €k tovtcov y',

€(f)n, Ttiiv L(ro)v, kripinv ovroiv €K€Lvov tov taov, o/zw?

avTov Ti]v i7TLcrTi]}JLr}v hv€v6i]Kds re koi etXyjcpas ; d\y]0€-

arara, ^'^'/j A.eyet9. ovkovv tj 6\xoiov ovro'i tovtols rj

dvofjLOiov ; -ndw ye. eco? dv aWo (Individ.) Ibcov d-nd

Tcivrrji TrJ9 oxfreoi^ dXXo (gen.) (vvorjarjs, etre d\ioiov etre

dvofjLOioi', dvayKoioVj e(^rj, avTo dvdnvrjcnv yeyovivai.

Phaed. 72-4.

never surely seen as unequals, or equality as

inequality. There must then be a difference

between such pairs of material equals and the general

idea of equality. And yet it was from these same
concrete equals that we derived the quite distinct

conception of that abstract equality. And whether
this conception be similar or dissimilar to its

derivatives, as long as a person by looking at one
object forms from it what is quite a separate idea,

such a process must necessarily be a case of

remembrance.'

The general idea too is the perfect archetype

—

irapdheiyfjia—to which individuals only approximate

(see later, § T).

xlvii 'AvayKoiov apa r]\xd<s irpo^ihivai to taov irpb eK€Lvov

TOV y^povov 6t€ to TTpo)TOv lh6vT€s Ttt tcTtt ^vevo-qaafxev

OTL opiydTai \xkv rrdiTa TavT eTvat olov to tcrov, €\€l

8e €vhe€(rT€p(ii^. ecrrt TavTa. dWd fjir]v kol Tobe o/zoAo-

yovfjLev fXT] dWodev avTO h'vevor]Kivai fjn-jbe hvvaTov elvai

' We must therefore have had the conception of

equality previous to the time when the sight of

equal objects first suggested to us the thought that,

while all such make a bid for absolute equality,

they always fall short of it. And yet we are also

agreed that it was only through the exercise of

sight or touch or some other sense that we became
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hvorja-at (a very strong statement as to their deriva- L
tive character on the one side) aAA.' 77 e/c tov Ibelv rj xlvii

axj/acrOaL rj €k tlvos aXArj? tmv alaO'qa-eaiV. (Yet on the

other side) ak\a fxev br] e/c ye t&v alarO'^a-ecov 6et

evvorjcrai on 'ndvra ra iv rat? alaOrjo-caiv kK^ivov re

opiyerat—rod eanv taov—Kal avrov kvheicrT^pa kcrriv.

Tipo TOV apa ap^aaOai ^/xa? opav kol aKoveiv koI raXXa

aiaddveaOai rvx^'i^v €5et ttov etA.';^ora? kin(TTr]\xr]v avTOV

TOV t(Tov, 6 TL eaTLv, el e/xeAAo/xei' to, eK tc^v alaOrjcrecav

L(ra exeto-e avolaeiv, otl TipodvixeiTai fxev irdvTa ToiavTa

elvaL olov €K€Ivo, ^ctti 8e avTov (pavXoTepa. Id. 74 E—75.

conscious of the idea, or indeed that we can do so

:

although, on the other hand, the necessary result

of such exercise of the senses is the conviction

that sensible objects but approximate to absolute

equality. It follows, therefore, that prior to any act

of sight or hearing, &c., on our part, we must have
acquired the knowledge and conception of abstract

equality, if i. e. we were to institute a comparison
between it and phenomena, and to notice how the

latter endeavour, but endeavour in vain, to reach

the level of the former.'

But it is not only of such wide concepts as ' equality

'

that we regain through sense-perception dvdfj.vrjais of

a pre-natal knowledge, lost at the moment of birth

:

the doctrine is logically extended over the whole field

of knowledge proper, or that dealing in universals

(eTTicTTTi/xr]) which thus becomes the intuitive recognition

of the ' idea ' by the means of contact with sensible

phenomena.

Oil yap 'TTepl tov taov vvv 6 Xoyos rjpuv \xaXK6v tl t) kol xlviii

7T€pl avTov TOV Kakov Kol avTov TOV dyadov Kal hiKaiov

Kal oaiov, Kai, oirep Aeyco, Trept airavTcov oh iiriacppayL^o-

' The argument applies in no way any more to

equality than to absolute beauty or goodness,
justice or purity, and, in a word, to everything we
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L jxeua TOVTO o eori. coore avayKaiov tjixlv €.ivai tovtmv
xlviii airavTaiP ra^ ^TUdrrnxas Tipd tov yeviaOai €l\r](p€vaL €(ttl

Tavra. et 8e ye, otjuat, Aa/3oVres irplv yeveardai yiyv6\j.evoi

a-nisiKi(Ta\xev^ varepov 6e raty aiaOrjcr^ai yji(^p.€i'oi irepl

Tavra e/cetVa? ava\ap.ftdvoiJi€v tcis eTna-rrnjia^ a? irore Kal

TTplv €t\ofX€v, ap ovy^ Kakovp.€v ' \xavdaveiv ' OLKeCav

iiTLaTijii-qv avaXafx/BdveLV av €U] ; cocrre, oirep Aeyo), bvolv

Odr^pov, 7]T0L €Tn(JTdp,€voi y6 avrd yeyovapiev Kal k-niard-

fj-eOa bia (3lov Travres, tj var^pov, ovs 4>api€v ' p.av6dv€Lv
'

ovbev aAA.' i) dvaixipLvija-Kovrai ovtol, Kal i) pLaOrjaLS dvd-

pLvrjais av €L7}. Phaed. "j^ C.

can stamp with the notion of existence in itself:

and consequently in all such conceptions we must
have acquired pre-natal knowledge. But this means
that, if this acquired knowledge before birth was lost

at the moment of birth, and afterwards recovered
in its previous form by the exercise of our sense-

organs, the so-called learning for oneself is simply
a process of recovery. Either, then, we are born
with knowledge, and it is the lifelong possession of

all alike, or else those described as " learning " are

really remembering, and the operation is one of

recollection.'

For a criticism of the doctrines of innate ideas, at

least in its more shameless form, the reader may be

referred to the opening chapters of Locke's Essay

(Book i. chs. 2-4) ; the gist of which is that if one

idea is innate then all must be so, and that their

' recollection,' in order to be fairly considered such,

must be so recognized by us at the time, i. e. we must

be conscious that we once had the knowledge of them

before. The English philosopher sees no more in the

doctrine than the bare recognition that in order to

know we must have the capacity of knowing

—

hvvdp.^i

•TTcos eoTt TO. vo7]Td 6 vovs. Pcrhaps if we substitute

for a pre-existent state ' the accumulated effects of
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heredity upon the convolutions of the brain ' we make L
the theory more palatable in the present age.

It may, however, be worth while to point out that M
Plato means us to take the doctrine oVAvdiivrjcn^ quite

seriously, and we shall do him an injustice as a

philosopher if we attribute it either to his poetic

imagination or to the influence of Pythagorean escha-

tology. On the contrary, it forms an integral part of

his whole theory of knowledge. As sceptical as any

of his opponents as to the possibility of truth or

knowledge in the physical sciences, he, as we have

seen, fell back for support upon an immaterial, ideal,

and transcendental world, where things existed as they

are in themselves, and which is composed of single

inter-related archetjrpes that represent the reality of

the scattered imitations found in phenomena. That to

him is the real, and knowledge of this can alone be

accounted such. The difiiculty was to bridge the two

worlds, a difiiculty ofwhich the stupendous proportions

were perfectly familiar to himself, as we shall see in

considering the Farmenides. It is, indeed, the old

difficulty of dualism, only under another form. For on

the assumption that matter and spirit are two distinct

forces, the attempt of to-day to account either for the

production of one from the other or the knowledge of

the one by the other, is not a whit less hopeless than

Plato's strenuous efforts to connect the phenomenal

with his ideal and pre-natal world. The same fatal

distinction, when made by the Greeks, brought about

the same iTnpasse in thought. Matter was given an

independent nature and existence, and the true anti-

thesis of subject and object was represented as one

between mind and matter. Plato, seeing the flux of

F
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M TO. al(T6r^Td, felt, and felt rightly, that truth must be

sought through general concepts and propositions, and,

further, must be spiritual, the ordered possession of a

thinking subject. Therefore he made haste to escape

from phenomena and the contradictions and defects of

the senses, and to take refuge in the world of thought,

which he first constructed out of his own growing

experience, obtained through the senses, and then

endowed with a superior and independent existence,

because, as he assumed, the world of sense was not the

world of thought, but something quite different both

in origin and nature, having as its substratum an un-

bending vXt], which was the very antithesis of vovs.

On his principles Plato could act no otherwise than he

did. The creation of his ideal world represented his

effort to escape from dualism into monism, where all

should be spirit. A more spiritual interpretation of

nature would have rendered unnecessary what at first

sight seems so gratuitous a fancy, but what was in

fact the inevitable consequence of his own premises.

Having thus placed his world of knowledge, not in a

systematized body of thought of which the knowing

subject and the known object are but two aspects of

the same piece of spiritual reality, but in a non-phe-

nomenal world that represented apparently an object

divorced from a subject, Plato had then to show how,

if Truth were there, the human mind could attain to it.

As like is only known by like, knowledge of the

dbr] could only be possible for the soul when moving

in the same sphere, i. e. in a pre-phenomenal and pre-

natal existence. The difficulties of this task he was in

no danger of minimizing, as we now proceed to find.
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YII. DIFFICULTIES OF
TKANSCENDENTALISM

We have seen (xx) that ideas are coextensive N
with general terms, and that they are developed by
abstraction from individuals

—

^waycoyri. We have also

seen a decided tendency to regard them as forming

an intelligible world by themselves, existing from

all eternity independently of our conception of them

through experience, in other words to give them a
* transcendental ' character. If the latter view be

accepted, a question at once arises, as to what limits we
are to set to the extension of these eternal t8eat. E. g.

are there transcendental forms or ideas not merely of

supreme ethical attributes such as to Kakov, to ayaOov,

&c., or again of the widest intellectual determinations

such as TO ta-ov, TavTov, to €T€poVj or finally of all the

physical products of Nature in the organicand inorganic

worlds, which look so like fixed types, but also of all the

relations and aspects under which these can be

regarded ? The human mind may cling to the con-

viction that there must be something absolute corre-

sponding to our ideas of Goodness, Beauty, and Truth,

and it is a natural explanation of the universe to

regard it as created in the likeness of an eternal and

heavenly pattern : but inasmuch as all these things are

objects of knowledge, and the recognition of the under-

lying ' idea,' if such there be, is only possible through

experience, there seems no reason, if we are to be

logical, why we should refuse to admit an eternal,

F 2
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N self-existing ' idea ' as the counterpart of any thought

or notion that the human mind is capable of We
shall thus be giving a transcendental existence to the

content of every connotative term that finds or has

found a place in every language ever spoken or to

be spoken by a human tongue^. E.g. we have a

definite idea of what we mean by the term ' Quixotic*

Has it therefore an existence iv to'tto) ovpavCio ? Again,

much knowledge deals, not with universals, but with

individual and unique persons and things. Are there

ideas of such, or how are we to draw the line ? This

difficulty was well known to Plato and his followers,

although he gives no certain answer to it.

XUX Kat jioL eiTTe, avrbs crv ovrui hir\pr\aai o)? Aeyet?, yoipls

fiev etbr] avTCL arra, \(iip\s 6e ra tovtoov av y^eriyovra ;

Kol TL (TOL 80K€t dvai O/XOtOTT]? )(60pl9 7}^ ^/ICt? OlXOLOT-qTOS

€\ofX€V, KOI €V bj] KOL TToAAtt Kat TTCiVTa oaa vvvhi]

Zrjvoivos T/Koves- ; ejioLye. ri kol to. TOidbe, olov biKaiov rt

ei8oj

—

avTO Ka6^ avro—Kat KaAoi; Kat ayaOov koX TravTcav

av TGJV TOLOVTCOV ,* Z^'at. TL b\ CLvOpUiTTOV CtSoS ^Oipls

7]ixu>v Koi Tcijv oloL T^fxetj ioTfjiev "ndvTo^v, avro n etdoj

avdpd^TTOV rj TTVpos 7] Kal vbaTos ; kv diiopia uoXXaKLS btj,

S UapiievLbTjf irepX avrGtv yeyova, irorepa XPV (p^^^'-

' Did you make this distinction yourself, I mean
that between certain absolute ideas on the one hand,

and phenomena that partake of them on the other,

so that you really believe in the existence ofabsolute
" likeness " apart from such likeness as we ourselves

share in, and, in a word, in all the other conceptions

which Zeno has mentioned ? Certainly. Including

an absolute idea of Justice, Beauty, Goodness, &c. ?

Yes. And an idea of man, over and above the sum
of human beings—the absolute idea of man—or

again of fire or water 1 These, Parmenides, have often

caused me to hesitate whether I ought to class them

^ Cf. Locke's criticism of Innate Ideas.
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axTTTep irepl iKetvcov ^ aAAcoy. rj kol Trepl T&vhe, S 2(o/c., N
a KOL yeXola bo^etev av elvai, olov 6pl^ Kal 7rr]A6? kol xlix

pvTTos ?) aAAo rt CLTLpLOTarov re Kal 0a» Aoraroz^, aTTopets

etre xp^^ <f)dvaL etSo? eii^at xcopis, etre Kal fx?J ; ovbafio^s,

dAAa ravra /otei' ye, aTie/) 6p&pi€v, ravTa kol ^Ivai. et6o9

8e rt avTu>v olr}6i]vaL etrat fxrj Ata^• r) oltottov. rjhr] \xivTOi

TTOTi fX€ Kal €6pa^€ fxi] Ti
fj

TTepl 7TavT(t}v TavTov. vio9 yap

et €TL, 0) 2gJK., Kal OVTTOi (TOV aVT€L^.rj7TTaL (f)LX0(r0(f)ia ft)?

ert avTLkTi\lr€TaL Kar kp.r]V b6^av,6T^ ovbev avT&vaTLpida€LS,

Farm. 130 b.

with those other concepts. And how about things

that look rather ridiculous, such as hair, mud, filth,

or any other worthless and insignificant object, are

you undecided whether to hold the existence of an
idea for each of these '? Oh dear, no ! but in their

case their real nature is just what we see it, for I

fancy that the supposition of any absolute idea for

them would be the height of absurdity. And yet I

am worried at times whether the same be not true

of these also. Ah ! Socrates, you are still a beginner,

and philosophy has not yet laid hold of you as in

my belief it will one day, when you will regard

nothing as unimportant.'

On the other hand we have in the Rep. the ' idea

'

of an art-product.

'AW opa 8i], Kal t6v%^ Tim KaXeis Tuiv STifxtoupyaij' ; toc 1

TTOioi/ ; OS irdi'Ta iroiei . . . Kal to, Ik tt)9 y^5 4>u6)j,ei'a a.TTavra.

Kal ^(3a -ndvra. cpyd^eTai xd re aXXa Kal eauroj' k.t.X. oukoui'

rpiTTat Tij'es KXiJ'ai aurat y\.->ivovjct,i' jxia \>.kv q Iv ttJ ^6(j^\.

(Tuaa, ^i' <|>aijji€»' dk Oeok epydo-aadai k.t.X. Rep. S9^~7'

' But you would also call a creator this sort of

being ^ What sort ? One who makes everything

—

all products of the soil and all living things, himself
included, &c. . . . Thus we get three distinct beds

;

the first that which exists in the eternal scheme of

things, which we should attribute to the work of

God, &c.'
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N Again in the Tim. we seem to have ideas of cer-

tainly all the elemental aroLxda of which the physical

universe is compounded.

li "^Ap* eO-Tt TL TTVp aVTO €0' kaVTOV, KOL TTCLVra 7T€p\ SiV

aei \€yofX€i> ovtoo9 avra Kad' avra eKaara 6vTa,r\ ravra airep

KOL (Bk^TTOfxev oaa re aWa bta tov crco/xaros aiadavoixedaj

fjLova icTTL Toiavr7]v €\ovTa akrideLav, aWa 8e ovk €(ttl

Trapa ravra ovbaixrj oiiSa/xw?, aWa iidr-qv €Kd(TTOT€ elvaC

TL <pafjL€v etSoj €Kd(TTov vo-qrov, to 8e ovbev dp' rjv irkriv

koyos ; Tim. 51.

' Is there an absolute existence of fire and all other

objects of which we constantly speak of the things

as existing in themselves ; or are we to hold that

physical objects as perceived by sight and other

senses are the only sources of permanent truth, and
beyond them there is not a vestige of reality, so that

it is merely idle talk to speak of the existence of a

spiritual form of each class of phenomena, instead

of regarding it, as we should^ simply as a mental
concept ?

'

This latter aspect, which we might reasonably regard

as going far enough, and as an adequate basis for

scientific construction, is, as we have seen, rejected by

Plato. The material world for him is an imperfect

creation, and does not represent the true order of

thought. It has the inherent limitations of dualism,

and is only a defective copy—o/xotcojua—of the real

system of self-existent and eternal types.

Modern science, on the other hand, gladly recognizes

the conceptual character of the ib^ac. They are

general concepts, formed by the mind from experience

and held there for the sake of reasoning. Nature

exhibits ' laws,' which are only expressed in general

propositions and are apprehended purely by the

intellect, i. e. which are vorjTa ; but these hold good
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only because the changing things of sense conform to N
them, and apart from phenomena they have no elvai.

We know e. g. that ' A ' is always followed by ' B/

although in nature ' A ' may be constantly changing

into ' C:

Plato however proceeds

—

^ilb€ T-qv y l\xi]v rt^ejaat \l/7](f)0v avros' et jxev vov9 lii

(^=zv6r}(rLS of Rep. 511) /^cit b6(a aXrjOris kcrrov hvo yivr]^

TTavTOLirao-Lv elvai KaO' avra ravra, avaicrdrjTa v(f)' r]ixG)V,

etbrj vooviJL€va ijlovov' et 6', m tl(tl (paCverai, ho^a akT]dr]s

vov bLa(f)€p€L TO fJLrjhiv, TTOLvd' OTTOcra av hta tov acofxaros

al(r6av(6iJL€6a, deriov ^e^aiorara. 5i;o hr\ k€KT€Ov eKet^o),

biOTL xaipls yeyovarov avofxoLOis re ex^erov. to fxev yap

avTutv bia bibaxri^, to 8* virb ireidovs rjiuv eyyCyveTai'

Kal TO fxev ael [xeT akrjOovs \6yov, to 8e a\oyov' kol to

jjiev cLKLvrjTov 7T€l6oI, to be ixeTaTTeia-ToV Kal tov fxev iravTa

avbpa [j.eTi\eLv (f)aTiov, vov 8e Oeovs, avOpcairoiv 8e yivos

^payy ri. rovroDi; 8e ovT(iiS k\6vT0iv opLoXoy-qTeoi/ (A) ev

' Personally I support this view. If true opinion

and scientific knowledge are two distinct states of

mind, then these absolute forms inevitably exist,

imperceptible to our senses and held only by the

intellect as ideas. If however, as some think, there

is no difierence between the two, then we must
attribute the very highest degree of truth to what-
ever we have sense-perception of through the human
body. Twofold, however, they must be considered,

since they differ both in their source and in their

characteristics. For, whilst the one is begotten by
instruction, the other is the effect of persuasion

;

the first is always accompanied by a true process of

reasoning, the second is unreasoned ; again the one
is proof against persuasion, whilst the other can be

changed by it ; and, finally, whilst we must allow a

share of right opinion to every man, we retain true

knowledge for the gods and a select body of man-
kind. We accordingly have to recognize (A) on
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N iJi€v (tuai TO Kara ravTo, eibos ix^v, ayivv-qrov koI ai;d>Xe-

lii 6pov, ovT€ €19 kavTo ^Icrh^xoiievov akXo akXodtv ovt€ avTo

€19 aWo TTOL lov, uopaTov be Koi aWcos avaio-O-qroVy tovto

Ohl] VO-qCTLS €L\r)')(^€V (TTLa-KOTT^'iV' (B) TO 8' 6[JL(OVVIJ.0V OflOLOV

T€ €K€Lvu> b€VT€pov, alaQ-qTov, yevvrjTov, irecpop-qixivov aeif

yiyvoixevov re €V tlvl tottw kol irakiv hcWcv airokkvixevoVi

bo^i] pier alo-Orjaeoos TrepiAr^TrroV. Id.

the one hand the absolute self-identical idea, with-

out beginning or end, which never admits into

itself any other alien notion nor ever enters itself

into any other, invisible and otherwise impercepti-

ble by sense, being in short that which it is the

function of pure intellect to consider. And (B)

secondly we have that which is synonymous and
similar to the above, perceptible by sense, created,

always in motion, appearing in some part of space
and again disappearing—the subject-matter of

opinion and present sensation.'

O This passage should be compared with those ah-eady

quoted in illustration of Aofa. It is not always easy to

follow Plato's thought where he is laying down the

respective limits of true opinion and of knowledge
;

the main difficulty being due to the marked difference

between our conception of scientific knowledge and
his own, and also to the far wider field that the

various branches of research have opened up to us

since his day. But one thing seems clear, and that

is that bo^a with him is always of individual facts,

the unconnected irokkd of experience, originating

either in actual present sense-perception of an object,

or in the recollection of such by memory and imagina-

tion. Knowledge, or €7rto-r7i/xrj, on the other hand, is

essentially general, and deals in universals, and, we
might almost add, in universals alone. Now in the
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above passage Plato is pleading for the transcendental

existence of his Ideas on the ground of the fundamen-

tal distinction between true opinion and knowledge.

This distinction is not always self-evident to us. It

might be urged that opinion is relative to degrees of

certainty in our mind, and that wherever it is more

than accidentally true it ceases to be opinion and

becomes knowledge. ' True opinion ' in other words

is a contradiction in terms ^. But the answer would

seem to be that it is precisely this accidental quality

about true opinion that differentiates it for Plato

from knowledge proper. Both here and in the

Theaetetus he lays much stress upon the peculiar

forces which go to generate true opinion, which is

often due merely to persuasive pleading and brilliant

oratory. (Cf. Theaet. 201 A-c.) Here he further

points out the want of equilibrium in such a basis

;

since what has been established by one pleader can

equally well be overturned by another. As the Meno
puts it, true opinions are so apt to run away and to

change into something else, which is not the case

where the individual is known as a representative of

uniform law, or at least where the law itself, or indeed

any true universal judgement, is held in the mind by

the compelling bond of causal connexion with another

similar law or judgement.

The applicability of any form of knowledge, whether

v6r)aLs or bidvoia, to phenomena has already been

discussed, and we have seen that the evidence points

to the conclusion that Plato refused both alike to any

study of what we mean by natural science. We can

hardly, therefore, say that Plato sees the law in

^ See Jowett, Introduction to Theaet.
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phenomena, but that through phenomena he gains, or

ratherregains(by 'Ai/a/xj^o-tj) knowledge of the law that

transcends phenomena. Hence his twofold distinc-

tion of general knowledge and empirical knowledge

is one not between two ways of looking at phenomena,

viz. the scientific and the unscientific, but between

phenomena and something other than phenomena, of

which phenomena are but imperfect copies. And so,

by presenting the antithesis in this peculiar form, he

is enabled, by an appeal to the fundamental diff'erence

between aXrjdrjs h6(a and vovs as he conceived of them,

to argue to the existence of an ideal world distinct

from the phenomenal.

Taking, however, the two worlds thus contrasted,

and giving the widest possible field to the ' ideas,'

how are we to represent the connexion between the

two, between ideas and phenomena, to, vorjTd and ra

al(T6r]Td ? And here we must guard against a possible

misunderstanding. If we regard the Ibiai as transcen-

dental, then the present question is as to the relation

between these suprasensible, eternal entities of divine

thought and sensible objects which are continually

being made in their likeness. In other words the

problem is not so much an epistemological problem,

dealing with the processes of human knowledge, as

a cosmological or ontological. If, on the other hand,

the ideas are what we call general concepts, existing

only in our own minds, then the problem is far

simpler and becomes purely psychological, viz. the

investigation of the so-called ' abstraction ' of common
qualities, and the connexion between this assumed

general idea and the particulars of sense. And yet

the two aspects cannot be held apart. For the theory
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of ideas is not only a theory of the real but a theory P
also of knowledge ; and in spite of the inherent

difficulties urged, as we shall see, by Parmenides

against the possibility of connexion between the

human mind and any form of the absolute, Plato's

ideal creation would have remained but a pleasant

fancy, not worth the studied labour and repeated

insistence that he gives it, unless the ideas constituted

also a knowable real. It is only as representing, not

merely the true, but also the attainable object of

human inquiry, that they have a permanent place in

his system or any interest for ourselves. To him

phenomena may veil the truth, but in veiling it they

also reveal it, and his ideal world is simply the em-

bodiment of the sum-total of positive and generahzed

knowledge drawn from every branch of human
investigation, systematically formulated, rightly and

duly graduated, and finally unified in the unity of

a First Cause.

Even then, if we do not find the ideas in sensibles,

it is at least only through sensibles that they can be

discovered, or rather we should say ' recovered ' by

means of ' AvdiJLVT](ns. Recovered, however, they cer-

tainly can be. Thus the ontological problem of the

relation between phenomena and ideas is only another

side of the epistemological problem of how we win

our way to the knowledge of the etSry, and of the

relation between the concepts thus reconstructed by

the mind on the one side, and the materials from

which they are formed on the other. Regarding then

the tSeat as transcendental, we find the problem thus

stated :

—
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P "Orav ri? €va 'arOpcu'TTov^ €Tnx€Lpfi TidecrOaL /cat ' ^ovv*
liii Kol 'to KaXdv^ ey koI "roayaObv' h'yirepl tovtchv Tcavkvaboiv

Kol Tu>v TOLovToov T] TToWi] aiTOvbr] yiyv^Tai. ttS>9 ; 7rp<3-

Tov fxhv €L TLva'i §€1 ToiavTa^ elvat fj-ovdhas viToXafJijSdveLV

dkri6u>9 ovaas' etra ttw? av TavTas, ixiav €KdaTr]v ovcrav act

Ti]V avT7]v KaX p.r]T€ yiveatv \xr]Te oXeOpov irpocrbexop.ivrjv,

ofxais elvai (Be^aioTara fxiav ravT-qv ; ixera 6e tovt Iv rots

yiyvoixivois av kol duupoi's €tre bua-TracriJiivrjv kol TToXka

yeyovvlav Otriov, €l6^ 6\r]v avrrfv avTtjs \(t)pL9, o 8rj

TrdvTCxiv dhvvaroiTaTov (fyaivoLT dv, ravrbv koI €V afxa iv

kvi re Ktti irokkois yCyvecrdaL. Phil. 15 A.

'It is when the attempt is made to posit the
existence of a single ideal " man " or " ox,"
" beauty " or " goodness," that all the pother
arises about all such monads. Firstly, whether
there is any ground for believing in their absolute

existence at all ; secondly again how each one of

them being single and eternally self-identical and
incapable of origination or creation, still remains
firmly established as one ; and thirdly whether we
must conceive of the single idea as extended
through the infinity of phenomena and thereby
transformed into multiplicity, or think of the whole
of it as outside itself. This last course would seem
the most impossible of all, viz. that one identical

thing should simultaneously be found in a single

unit and in a number.'

Q, To deal first with the last of these difficulties, viz.

the relation between ideas and phenomena. This

relation is variously expressed by Plato, and in what
are generally considered his earlier and his middle

dialogues, notably the Fhaedo, it is most frequently

described as participation

—

ix^r^x^iv. This too seems

to be intended in the last-quoted passage, and it is

the conception which is subjected to the criticism of

Parmenides, who has no difficulty in showing that
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the two possible modes of participation, where either Q
(i) the whole, or (ii) part only of the Idea is present in

each corresponding phenomenon, are equally unin-

telligible.

(i) Ilorepoi' ovv boK€L (tol oXov to etSos €V kKaariD eivat liv

TCdV TToXkStv, €v 6v ', TiycLp KOdkvei ; €v apa 6v Kal tovtov

€v TToAAot? Kal xa)pls ovctlv okov afxa kviarrai, Kal ovrco?

avTo avTOV xcopty av etr],

(ii) Mepiara apa, S) "EcaKpares, avra tol et§7] Kal to.

pi€Ti)(0VTa avTOiv [xipovs av p.eT^xoi, kox ovk^tl kv eKaaTio

okov akka fX€pos €k6.(ttov av etr]. (/)ati^erat ovTca ye.

^ ovv eOek-qa-eis (pdvat to €V ethos r]fj.lv rfj akr\6ei(i

fxepLCea-Oat, kol €tl ev ecrTai ; ovhap.5>s. Parin. 131 A.

(i) Is it your doctrine that the totality of the

idea is present in each individual, single though it

be ? Why not *? Then, whilst remaining a self-

identical unit, it will at the same time exist in a
number of separate individuals, with the result that

it would be outside itself.

(ii) The ideas themselves then are divisible, and
phenomena which participate in them will partici-

pate in part, and we no longer have the totality of

the idea in the individual but only a part. It looks

so. Are you really prepared to say, Socrates, that

we can actually divide up the single idea and yet

that it will remain single 1 No, I am not.

But the problem of ' participation ' is not the only R
difficulty in the ideal theory. The very unity of the

idea is impugned by Parmenides, on grounds partly

logical, partly psychological. As we have seen, though

transcendental, the ideas are only known by us through

intuition of sense in our progressive experience of

phenomena. Socrates readily admits that the general

concept, representing in our mind the idea that is in-

dependent of it, is formedby comparison and abstraction.
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R But, urges his critic, if this is so, then the general

idea will itself next be compared with the individuals

of sense which generated it, and the result of the

comparison will be a tertium quid, representative of

both. This in its turn is compared with all the

preceding, i. e. both with the individuals and with

the two previously formed ideas, the result being

Idea No. 3, and the process being repeated to infinity.

This criticism is known as that of the Tpiros avdpoiiros.

Iv Tt 8e bri ; irpos rob^ ttwj ex€i? ; to irolov ; olfxai o-e

€K Tov TOLOvbe €V €KaaTov et8oj oUcrOai etvat. orav

TToAA' arra fxeydKa aoL bo^rj elvaL, fxia tls lo-q)^ boKcl

Ibea Tj avTT] eiz^at cttI iravra Ibovn, odev €V to fxiya riyeX

etrat. aXrjOri A.eyet9. rt 8' avTo to [xiya Kal TaKka to.

IxeydXa, idv 0)(ravT0)9 tij '^vxfi iirl irdvTa tb7]s, ov)(l €v tl

av fxiya (fyavelTai, w TavTa iravTa fieydXa (fyaivea-Oai ;

€0LK€v, dXXo dpa etSos /xeye'^ouj dvacpavrjo-eTai, nap

avTO T€ TO fieyeOos yeyovbs koI tol /xerexoi^ra avTOV' koX

cttI TOVToi<s av TTacTLV €T€pov, w TavTa irdvTa ixeydka eaTai'

' What, however, do you say to this ? I think

your belief in the existence of single absolute ideas

arises as follows. In judging that a certain number
of individual objects are all great, there seems to

be present one and the same idea as you look at

them all, and hence your opinion that greatness

exists as a unit. Quite true. But now if likewise

you mentally review this absolute greatness along

with the remaining individual great things, will not

there appear once more a single " greatness," which
constitutes thegreatness of all these separate " greats" ?

A second idea of greatness therefore will appear on
the scene, over and above the absolute greatness

first formed and its participating individuals. And
so again, in addition to all that we already have,

we shall get still another, in virtue of which these

will be all great ; and, consequently, instead of
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Koi ovkIti 6t) €V eKacTTov aoL rGiv ei8coz; €(TTai, aXA.' R
a-neipa to TrKrjdos. Farm. 131 E. Iv

your ideas each being single, you will have an
infinity of each.

This objection was always rated very high in anti-

quity, and Aristotle speaks of it as conclusive. And,

indeed, as against the transcendental character of the

€Lbr}, it may be at once admitted as final ; the truth

being that we cannot conceive of such absolute

existences except under conditions which virtually

individualize them and so bring them into line with

phenomena themselves. But it is otherwise when the

ideas are regarded as only conceptual, and the objection

then becomes an instance of that illogical logic of

which the Greeks were sometimes the unconscious

victims. For it rests on no valid psychological basis,

as the mind does not go through this endless process of

abstracting from abstractions. Moreover the criticism

depends upon a confusion between conception and

imagination. A general idea, from its very nature, can-

not be represented in individual lineaments, capable of

being compared with the sensible phenomena which be-

gat it. It is not a picture held before the imagination on

the retina of the mind's eye, for were it so it would

cease to be general, and ipso facto become particular.

It is a purely intellectual product, incapable of descrip-

tion except in other general terms, and has nothing of

sense about it, even of 'decaying sense.' I have a

general idea say of ' horse,' obtained, not indeed by an

act of conscious and deliberate abstraction from all

the horses ofmy acquaintance, but through the gradual

growth of my experience, and it consists of the agree-
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R ment with myself as to the limits and standard of

certain qualities I require in any object claiming that

name. It is therefore essentially indefinite : and the

measure of its indefiniteness is just the definiteness

which we exact in any of the sensible individuals that

' partake ' of it. How then can I compare it with the

latter, when it is equally all and none of them ? The

point, however, need not be laboured ; it is sufficient

merely to point out the fanciful character of the rpuTos

avOpoiTTos argument as applied to conceptualism.

S Faced by the difficulties of jue^eft?, Socrates shifts

his ground, and is willing to give up the transcendental

character of the dbr], and to take refuge in conceptualism

pure and simple. Why should the ideas not be merely

universalia in iniente 1

Ivi 'AA\a, (fydvat, 2> Ylapjjievihr}, fxr} rS)V elhwv ^Kacrrov 17

TOVTOiv v6r][Jia, Kol ovbafJLOv avT(^ TTpoariKr] iyyiyverrdat

clXXoOl 7] kv yj/vxat^. ovroi yap av ev ye ^Kacrrov etrj kol

ovK. av €TL 7rao-)(Ot a vvvbr] iXiyero. tl ovv ; €v eKacrrov

ian TCdv vorifidToov, vorjpia he ovbevos ; aAA' dhvvaTov.

dWd Tii'os ; vat. ovtos t) ovk ovtos ; ovtos. ov^^ €vn9

TLvos, o €7tI iraaiv eKUVO to vorjpia €7tov z^oet. jiiav

TLvd ovorav Ihiav ; vaL etra ovk ethos ecrrai tovto to

' Well, then, Parmenides, supposing each Idea is

simply the mental concept of our classes of obj ects

and is restricted to an existence in our own minds.

This view would at least preserve their unity, and
they would so escape your previous strictures.

But, Socrates, see ; is each of the concepts a single

unit and yet a concept of nothing ? No, that is

impossible. It is of something ? Yes. Existing

or not existing ? Existing. Is it not of that single

unity which the aforesaid mental concept conceives

as belonging to all the individuals, as a single definite

form ? It is. Then this form which is conceived
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voovfjievov €v elvaL aet ov to avrb iirl iraa-iv ; avayKi]. S
^

TL 8e hri ; ovk. avdyKt},
f]

rakka (/)?)? to)V elhatv [leriyjEiv, ivi

17 hoK^Xv (TOi €K vonfJidTOiv €Ka(TTov etvai Kal TTCLvra vouv,

rj voijixara ovra dvorjTa etrat ; dkk" ovb€ tovto e)(et koyov.

Parm. 132 b.

as being one will be the idea, alwaj^s identical in

all ; and the same necessity which makes you speak
of individuals partaking in the ideas, will also force

you upon the following- dilemma. Either you must
hold each individual object to be made up of general

thoughts^ so that everything will be endowed with
thought, or else regard them as thoughts and yet as

incapable of thought.'

Here we have the crux of the whole matter, viz.

the nature of a general idea. The chief difficulty of

the passage arises from the defective holding of the

balance between subject and object. Socrates over-

states the subjective side when he declares that the

ideas exist only in the mind ^, leaving Parmenides to

I'emind him that the concept must have a corre-

sponding object, which is in fact the common attributes

of all the individuals of the class. But when he

proceeds to his dilemma, and argues that the individuals

must actually be composed of these general or abstract

ideas, he is, no doubt, taking Socrates at his word,

but is at the same time laying himself open to the

charge of neglecting the same distinction. He shows

that, strictly interpreted, Socrates' new position leads

to an identification of things with thoughts^ if i. e. the

former be regarded as participating in the latter ; but

he scarcely shows that individual things cannot ' par-

take ' of the general idea, when the correlation of

subject and object is firmly held.

* Cf. Grote, ad loc,

a
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S Before passing on we may notice that the dilemma

of Parmenides, both horns of which Socrates recognizes

as absurdities, has been accepted, though in a different

form^, by modern ideahsts. Things may be thoughts,

though indeed not our thoughts. For the difficulty

of conceiving the existence of an object apart from a

subject naturally leads to the recognition of ' things
'

as the objects of thought to an eternal Subject, a view

represented in England amongst others by the late

T. H. Green \

T With conceptualism fai-ing no better, it would seem,

than the doctrine of ' participation,' Socrates brings

forward his last presentation of the matter, and claims

for the dbrj the character of eternal archetypes to

which phenomena are likened. In other words Mt-

firja-Ls takes the place of jue^efts. This mode of repre-

senting the relation between the two worlds is often

employed by Plato up and down the Dialogues,

although the tendency to-day is to believe that it

is more characteristic of the later, i. e. of those sub-

sequent to the Parmenides. On the other hand it

is not confined to these, even if the current chronology

be accepted. It certainly occurs in the last book of

the Republic (596 IF.), and appears to be imphed in

the following passage of the Phaedo, although here

doubtless /xe^e^ts is given the priority of place.

Ivii ^aiv^raL yap }xoi^ et rt €(ttlv aWo Ka\dv irkrjv avTO to

Ka\6v, ovbe bi tv akXo KaXov elvai t) hiori juerexet

' My own view is that whatever things beautiful

there may be besides absolute beauty the sole

reason of their beauty is their participation in that

^ Cf. the first part of Proleg. to Ethics,
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€K€ivov Tov KaXov' KOi TTOLVTa Sr) ovTO) Aeyco. (dv tls T
ixoi Xiyij hioTi Kakov kcrriv otlovv, tovto airXm e'xco Trap' Ivii

e/xaurw on ovk aXXo tl Trotet avrb Kakbv ri rj eKeivov tov

Kakov etre Tiapovaia etre Koivoivia eire o'ht] hy] koi ottcos

TTpoayevoixivT]' ov yap €rL tovto bLL(r)(ypi(oixaL (viz. the

best expression for the relation between idea and
phenomenon), akk^ otl tw Kak(D iravTa tcl Kaka yiyv^Tai

Kakd. TOVTO yap jjlol boK€i dacpakiaTaTov elvat. Kal

[xiya dv ^oi^r]s otl ovk oXaOa akkoos ttcoj ^KaaTOV

yiyvofxevov t) /xeracr)(6z^ ttjs IbCas ovcrias kKdaTOV ov dv

lx€Td<Txri. Phaed. loo c.

absolute beauty. And so with all other things.

If any man gives me a reason for a thing being
beautiful I simply hold to my own conviction
that what renders it beautiful is nothing but the

presence, or association, or whatever other way you
represent it, of that absolute beauty. This last

point I no longer contend over, but at least I main-
tain that it is through beauty that beautiful things

become beautiful, since that view seems to me
established. And you might vociferate with all

your might that you know of no other way in

which phenomena arise than through participation

in their own real natures.'

To Parmenides Socrates formulates the new version

as follows :

—

*Akkd p^dkidTa e/xotye KaTa(^aiv€Tai (abe ex^tz^. rd Iviii

[xev etbr] Tama axrir^p -napabeiyjiaTa kaTavai h Trj (jyvaei,

Ta be dkka tovtols koiKivai ojjLOLiojjiaTa, Kal rj fxeOe^LS

avTTj rot? dkkoLS yiyveaOai tG>v eiboov ovk dkkr} tls rj

dKao-OrjvaL avTols. Pctrm. 132 D.

' Well, then, my favourite mode of representing

it is like this. These ideas form, as it were, per-

manent archetypes in the universe of which sensi-

ble phenomena are likenesses, and the participation

of the latter in the ideas is simply the being made
in their likeness.'

a 2,
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T This theory of archetypes is developed in the

physical treatise of the Timaeus, where the processes

of yirecTL^—Nature—are explained as the ceaseless im-

pressions by the Ai-jixiovpyos of the irapah^iyixaTa upon
formless matter, thus producing phenomena as we
know them, which are therefore fjufirnj-ara. Parmenides,

however, will not accept this mode of representing

the etbr] any more than the others.

lix Et OVV TLy e^T], €OLK€ TO) €t6€l, olov T€ €Ke1vO TO etSoj

\rr] ojjLOLov elvat rw elKaaOivTi ; ovk 'iariv. to he oixoiov

Til) 6iJL0L(i) ap' ov fjL^ydki] avdyKT] €vbs tov avTOV [eidovy]

/xerexeiz^ ; dvayKt], ov 8' av to, opLOta \x€TiyovTa ojjLOLa

fi,
OVK €K€'ivo €aTaL avTo TO elbos ; -navTOLTTacri fxev ovv.

O'L'K dpa olov re rt rw etSet op^oiov etrai, ovh'k to etbos

dXKco' el he fjirj, Trapd to ethos del dXko dva(f)ai'riaeTaL

elhosy Kol dv eKeluo rw ojiolov
fj,

eTepov av, koI ovheiroTe

iravaeTai del Kaivov elhos yiyvo^xevov. Id., I. C.

' If then any individual object resembles the
archetypal idea, it must follow that the one is similar

to the other, and when you get two similars they
must inevitably both paiiicipate in something com-
mon to both. Certainly. But, surely, that by
virtue of participation in which the two similars

are similar will be the absolute idea. It follows
then that phenomena are precluded from similarity

with the idea, and the idea with them, for otherwise
there will always be making its appearance a further

idea over and above the first ; whilst if this, in its

turn, resembles aught in the phenomena, we shall

have still another, and so the formation of fresh

ethrj will go on for ever.'

This is the old argument of the rptVo? avdpa)TT09, and

if we regard the ideal archetypes as transcendental

units (xdipKTTd), the criticism is just enough. It may,

however, be better to admit once for all that Plato is
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now moving in regions where it is impossible for T
human reason to exist, and that any terms expressive

of finite thought or action become altogether inade-

quate and misleading when applied to the divine

activities of the world's creator.

This reflection leads to the last and greatest stum- U
bling-block in the way of the acceptance of the doc-

trine of ideas. If they are transcendental they are

ipso verbo superhuman. We can say nothing about

the relation of the Ibiat either to phenomena or to

one another. The ideal world is like Kant's ' things

in themselves,' of which we, limited as we are to our

own mental categories, can consequently know nothing,

for knowledge of them implies their presence in our

minds, whereupon they cease to be absolute. This is

the fundamental difficulty that awaits every attempt

to find Reality and Knowledge away from phenomena.

For human faculties must ever remain the measure of

human knowledge, and whatever does not conform to

the laws of human thought must necessarily lie out-

side. With this wide interpretation of the words we
have all to recognize the Protagorean dictum iravrctiv

fJLeTpOl' avdpooTTOs.

*0/3as ovVi 0) '2(ii)KpaT€S, OG-q f) aiiopia edv rt? w? etbrj Ix

ovTa avTCL Kad^ avra hiopiQqrai ; koli pidka. €V toivvv

ta-di on 0)? Ittos eiTreti^ ovbiitct) airreL avrrjs o(rr] kcrriv r]

diTopLa, et ev dbos €Ka(TTov t^v ovtcov act tl d(\)opL^6-

' You now see, Socrates, the sort of difficulties

that beset the theory of absolute ideas, and yet at

present you are not, one might say, even on the

fringe of the difficulty, if you persist in always

constructing a single idea for every class of sensible

objects and giving it absolute existence. Listen
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TJ fJi€i'OS 6)]a€LS. TTw? bfj / TToWa [xev Kol aWa, ixiyicrrov

Ix 8e Tohe' et Tis ^aiT] \i7]he iTpoa-riKeii' avra yLyvuxTKecrdat

ovra TOLavTa old (pafjiev be'tv (Tvau to. etbr], rw ravra

Xiyovn ovK av e^ot ris krhei^aaOai on yj/e'vh^TaL. irfi Sr/,

0) Uapixevibi] ; on, S) ^(oKpares, olfxat av kol ae kol

aXXov, 6an9 avrrju nva KaO^ avr-qv eKaarov ovaiav

TiO^rai etvai) ofJiokoyrja-aL av TrpcoTov ixkv fxyjbefXLav

avT(ov eTvai iv r]pXv. Trws yap av avrr] Kad' avTr]v en etrj

;

(f)dvai Tov ^oiKpaTT]. ovkovv Kal oaai tcov ibeStv irpos

dKX'qkas elalv at elcnv, avral Trpbs avras rrjv ovcTtav

eyovcTLV^ dAA.' ov irpos ra nap' rjfXLv etre opLOKitpLara etre

OTTi] h] 769 avra TiBerai (e. g. /xt/^TJ/^ara), Siv rjfxels

/xerexoi^'re? eivai eKaara eTTovofjia^ofxeda. to. 8e Trap'

rjpLLV Tavra, 6[Ji(ovvp.a ovra iKeivois, avra av Trpoj avra

eartv aAA' ov irpos ra ethr}, Kal eavrcav dk)C ovk. eKeivcav

oaa av ovoixd^eraL ovtco. Parni. 133 A.

then to the greatest difficulty of all. If one
were to maintain that the very characteristics

which we are forced to attribute to them actually

put them beyond our knowledge, he could not be
gainsaid. For I take it that you or anybody else

who believes in an absolute essence of each class,

would admit first of all that none of them is in

our own minds. Most certainly, for how otherwise
could it be absolute 1 It follows then that all

the relations which obtain between the ideas repre-

sent a reality relative to themselves, participation

in which gives us our various names, and not to our
mundane objects—whether we call them likenesses

or what not. Similarly objects in our world,
synonymous with the ideas, likewise have relations

between themselves and not with the ideas, and all

the names given are in respect to the former objects

and not to the latter.'

The two worlds are yutpiard and cannot be bridged,

so that human knowledge must remain out of all

relation with divine, and vice versa.
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OvKovv Kot eina-Trifir], avrr) ixev o icrTL cirLo-Trjixri, r^? XJ

6 ^(TTLV a\r]0€ia avrrjs av eK^iv-qs €try eTTto-rrijur/ ; iravv Ixi

ye. Tj be Trap' rjfjilv k'niarTriixr] ov ttjs Trap' rjfjuv av

a\r]6€Las eiry ; avayKr], aWa fxrjv avrd ye ra (cbrj, w?

6/xoAoyets, ovre exofxer ovre trap' rjplv oXov re elvai. ov

yap ovv. ovK apa vtto ye rjixcav yiyviacTKerai r5>v

etSwr ovbev, eTretS?) avrrjs i-nia-TrifJL-qs ov fX€Texo{xev.

ayvMdTOv apa rjpLLV Kal avrd to Kakov o €(ttl kol to

ayaBbv Ka\ irdi'Ta a brj ws Ibias avTCis ovcras VTTokapijSd-

vop.ev. Kivbvvevei. Id. 134 A.

* Absolute knowledge then will be of absolute

truth, and our human knowledge will likewise be
of our human relative truth. And as you admit
that the absolute ideas are not and cannot be with-

in our own minds, it follows that no idea is ever

known by us, inasmuch as we are precluded from
absolute knowledge. Absolute beauty, therefore,

and absolute goodness, and all that we conceive of

us as real essential forms, remain unknowable by
ourselves.'

And by similar reasoning :

—

Et Tiapa rw ^ew avTi] ko-TW rj aKpi^eaTCLTri bea-TTOTeia Ixii

Kol avTT} Tj oLKpi^edTdTT) iTnaTi^jjirj, ovt av rj becnioTeia

rj €K€Lva}v 7]fj,5>v 77ore dv becmoa^iev, ovt dv k-nia-Trip.'r]

rjiias yvoiT] ovbi tl dWo Tci)v -nap* rjfjilv, a'AA.' o/xotojs

Tjfxels re eKeivcav ovk dpxopiev ttj Trap' rjpXv dpxfl ovbe

yiyv(i)(TKOix€v tov Oeiov ovbev Trj rjp.€T€pa eTnaTijfxji, eKeivoL

re av Kara tov avTov Xoyov ovt^ bea-noTai r]fJ.(ov dcrlv ovt€

' Then, ifthis absolute lordship and this absolute

knowledge are found with God, that absolute

lordship of lords absolute could never exercise

lordship over us, nor could that absolute knowledge
ever know us or anything amongst us. Similarly

we do not rule over the absolute slaves with our

human rule, nor with our human knowledge do we
know anything of all of the divine world, and by
parity of reasoning those absolute masters cannot
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U yiyvuxTKOva-L tcl avOpunreia Tipayixara Oeol ovt€S (a 7^6-

Ixii ductio ad ahaurdum). Id. 134 d.

be masters over us, nor can they, owing to their

divine nature, have any knowledge of human
affairs.'

Such are the consequences of despiritualizing Nature

and of leaving the firm foothold of phenomena. At

best it is to exchange the partially known for the

wholly unknowable.

To sum up :

—

Ixiii Taura, w 2(o/cpar6?, e^?; 6 Ylapix€vihr]s, koX ert akXa

77/30? TQ-VTOl'S TTCLVV TToWcL dvayKOLOV ^yjElV TCL (ibrj, €t

etcrlz^ avrai al Iheai T(av ovtcov, kol opulrai tls avro tl

eKaarov elho^' cocrre d-nopelv re top duovovTa kol d}x^i(T-

I3i]T€'lv 0)9 ovTe €(TTL TavTa, et re otl fxaKia-Ta etrj, ttoAA^

dvdyKT} avTCL etvai Tjj dvOpciiTTLvrj (Pvcrei ayv(0(TTa,

avy)(o}pu> aoL, ^(f>r), iravv yap jjlol KaTCi vovv Aeyets.

Id. 135 A.

^ These, and many more than these are the diffi-

culties, Socrates, which beset the doctrine of Ideas

if there really exist these transcendental forms, and
if a man will uphold the absolute in every class of

phenomena. They indeed justify the objector who
not only denies their existence but also declares

that, let them exist ever so much, they must still

remain outside the range of human nature. I quite

agree with you, for your arguments fully approve
themselves to my judgement.'

V Rarely has a great thinker looked his own philoso-

phical speculations so honestly in the face as Plato has

done in the Parmenides, and seldom, if ever, has he

contrived to adhere to views after such trenchant

destructive criticism levelled and successfully levelled
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against them. That Plato is in earnest in this V
dialogue can scarcely admit of doubt, though the fact

that he held on to his theory, in spite of the rough

treatment it here encounters, has led to various devices

on the part of critics to weaken the significance of the

work, including even the denial of its authenticity.

A solution of the difiiculty may perhaps be sought

in the consideration of the Zenonian treatment of

hypotheses, which this dialogue also discloses. Every

hypothesis, said the Eleatic, should be discussed on its

negative side equally with the positive, and the conse-

quences investigated, not merely of affirming a theory,

but also of denying it. Accordingly, whatever may
be the difficulties of believing in the Ideas, those of

not believing in them seem to Plato even more

momentous and disastrous. And, therefore, although

the arguments purposely put by Plato into the mouth

of Parmenides remained unanswered by him, he still

continued to hold the transcendental existence of eUt]

and their recognition by us in sense-perception through

*Ai'diJiV7]aLs ; for the denial of ideas in some form or

other meant general scepticism.

'AAAa [jiivTOL, etirev 6 Uapfx^vibT^s, et ye tls StJ, w Ixiv

ScoKpares, av jut) edaeL ethrj twv ovtcov a,vaL, ets Trdvra

TO, vvvhr] Kol dkXa TOiaira dirolBXiyl/as, fJ.r]b€ tl 6pi€iTai

etSos kvbs kKacTTOV, ovhe 6-noL rpi\lrei rT]v hidvoiav efet; pj]

€(av Ibiav tQ>v ovt(ov kKdarov Trju avTrjv del eivai, kol

' And yet, said Parmenides, on the other hand
if any one shall decline to admit the existence of

ideas of objects, through regard for such difficulties,

or to posit an idea for every class of phenomena,
he will be left without a resting-place for his mind
unless he allows a self-identical and eternal idea

of each group of particulars ; and as a consequence
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V ovTUi^ T'i]v Tov hiakiy^aOai hvva\xiv TravTairaaL biacfiOepei.

Ixiv d\r]6^ Aeyeij. Id. 135 B.

he will destroy the possibility of reasoned thought.

What you say is true.'

W What shall we then conclude from this short survey

of the Platonic Ib^ai as to their usefulness in the history

of thought ? Do they represent the necessary abstrac-

tions of all general thinking, indispensable no less to

the scientist than to the poet, or must we greet them

merely with the smile that we give to the child whose

naivete recalls to us our own bygone infancy, but for

all practical purposes relegate them to the lumber-

room of the mind's discarded clothes? Has the

scientific enthusiast of to-day any real quarrel with

the great teacher of the Academy, or, on the other

hand, is he even beholden to his teaching ? To answer

such questions we must refer once more to the genesis

of the ideal doctrine. No system of thought can be

fairly judged apart from its chronological conditions.

If we would rightly estimate the extent of the debt

which the world owes to Plato we must consider the

opponents of Plato. Most people will extend their

sympathy to the champion who strikes a blow for

truth against apparently overwhelming scepticism
;

and no less than this was the task undertaken by the

great Athenian philosopher and disciple of Socrates.

Heracleiteanism threatened to engulf the whole of the

philosophic world, and the tide had set strong towards

a polite acquiescence in the impossibility of settled

Truth. The ceaseless changes observable in natural

phenomena, along with the apparent inadequacy of

men's senses to their investigation, as well as the
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individual idiosyncrasies of those endowed with such W
senses, seemed conclusive against the idea of a

permanent order which men might know and rest in

;

and when these weapons of the pseudo-physicist were

reinforced by the destructive criticism of the Sophists

in the regions of moral and political life, the case for

scepticism appeared complete.

Against such negative forces as these Plato opposed

a positive and constructive theory of knowledge. On
two sides he found permanency, where his opponents

found nothing but transience and change. One such

stable element he detects on the subjective side, the

other on the objective. It is his distinction to have in

some measure anticipated the constructive work after-

wards accomplished by Kant, who was for philosophy

what Copernicus was for science, in showing that the

world of our experience only becomes intelligible in

virtue of the formative laws of human reason, and the

unalterable categories of thought, which constitute the

essence of a knowing subject, and which are in that

sense even prior to experience. Having rescued the

subjective factor of knowledge from being the sport of

circumstance and of blind and alien forces, Plato next

turns to the objective side. Here too he saw there

must be corresponding permanence, if science was to

make good her foothold. Such permanence he found,

as we have seen, in the separate ideal world of his

philosophic creation ; and the reasons for seeking it

there we have seen to have been his partial under-

standing of the uniformity of Nature, combined with

the confusion of the antithesis of subject and object

with that of mind and matter. And yet we must not

suppose Plato to have been without the conception of
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W uniformity, even if, which is at least a moot point, he

failed to recognize it in the order of the phenomenal

world. On the contrary, his whole ideal theory is

a crying demand for uniformity, without which he

knew knowledge, properly so called, to be impossible.

The untiring insistence that he lays upon the identity,

eternity, and self-consistency (ofioXoyovfievov avT(^) of

each separate idea, on the one hand, and the fixed

order of their inter-relations, on the other, are nothing

less than the explicit asseveration of the uniformity of

Nature, even though this Nature as we conceive of it

is not the cfyva-is of the Greek philosopher. The mere

fact that Plato^s ' Nature ' is his transcendental world,

and not the world of sight and touch, is of little

importance compared with the great truth that uni-

formity, no matter in what sphere, is seen to be at

once the true basis of Nature and the fundamental

assumption of science. The human mind has to pass

through much travail before it can shake off the

pre-suppositions of centuries that seem to be so plainly

written on the face of the universe, and to be dictated

for its acceptance. If even to-day we allow ourselves

to speak of ' faults ' in Nature, we can hardly be

surprised that Plato should conceive of chaos as

equally legitimate with order, or regard the phenomenal

world as a compromise between the tAvo. We can

then afford to make Plato a present of his inherited

cosmogony, in return for the truly philosophical

conception that he gives us of the permanent order

in the ' ideas ^ which constitute his natural (or ideal)

world.

That there can be no science without some theory

of ideas will be admitted by a modern scientist as
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readily as by Socrates or Parmenides. For, as al- W
ready stated, science is also engaged on the work of

avvayioyri and Statpetrtj—i. e. of finding similarities and

dissimilarities in Nature. Her attitude, however, is

necessarily altogether different from that of Plato's day.

We are the inheritors of Greek thought, and we use

with more or less ease the logical weapons they so

carefully wrought. We can hardly over-estimate the

debt we owe to a writer like Plato for the patience

with which he cleared the ground of all the natural

stumbling-blocks to mental progress, and with which

he delivered human reason from the purely logical

fallacies that so easily beset it. Until this was done,

until the mind was freed from its own delusions and

given sufficient strength and insight to enable it to

trample upon the spurious and hybrid forms of think-

ing which by their apparent cogency threatened to

strangle all true advance, not even the first steps

could be taken towards the conquest of Nature. We
may account for the apparent failure of the Greeks

in the physical sciences by their want of adequate

instruments or by whatever other causes we choose,

but we must remember that the essential, the greatest

instrument of all, without which no others can be

worked, is the organon of the human intellect. If

we to-day can concentrate all our energies upon the

improvement of our material instruments in the

investigation of Nature, it is only because the previous

indispensable work was first done for us by the

Greeks. The so-called three primary laws of thought,

the precise significance of ' not-being,' all the fallacies

lying round the countless forms of equivocation

—

until man's intellect was rendered master of such as
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W these, what mastery could it hope to win over the

multiplex nature set over against it? The tyranny

of words must first be pulled down, before a true

freedom of thought could issue in an experimenta-

tion which should at once combine speculative daring

and rational control. The positive results we go to

Plato for are not, then, and could not be, any direct

progress in the physical sciences, and to hunt through

the Timaeus with a keen scent for detecting very

doubtful ' anticipations ' of more modern discoveries,

is mistaken zeal. Plato's permanent contribution to

science is far better represented by his philosophic

distinction of Knowledge and Opinion, i^oi;? or vorjais

and d\r]6ri9 ^6(a; or again, by the similar distinction

between btakeKTtKri and epto-rtK?) and the clearness with

which he there contrasts the fundamental importance

of natural as opposed to artificial or merely verbal

classification, with the latter of which the ' eristic ' and

the rhetorician made such play.

Finally, as we have so often said, he has laid down
once and for ever the true characteristics of scientific

knowledge and natural law in the main features of his

ideal world, undisturbed as it is by the opposing

forces which he held to invalidate the world of pheno-

mena. To us on the other hand the world is no longer

the copy of a divine model ; it is divine itself, if

anything be divine. But the Platonic search after

universals, that are eternal and immutable, was not

in vain. From it has sprung our conviction in a

fixed order of Nature, however complex and hidden

from us this may be. We believe that the knowledge

of this order can be won by working for it ; and that

there are ultimate opio-ixoi of all things. But we
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realize at the same time that our progress is a pro- W
gress, and that our ' ideas ' must constantly be recast

as the material under our hand shows richer ore.

We know that they too are in a state of flux, and as

unstable as Plato holds the world of sense to be.

They too are, and are long likely to remain, viroOeo-eis,

practically certain, but not as yet perfectly known
;

not until all things can be shown as an ordered

development from an apxr} avviroOeTos, which shall not

be divorced from phenomena but omnipresent in

them, in a sphere where the function of the e/cyoz^o? rod

ayadov is immediately that of the avTo rayadov.

FINIS
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